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Decision 89-09-044 September 7, 1989 

BEFORE THE PUBLIC UTILITIES COMMISSION OF THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA 

Investigation on the Commission's 
own motion t~ comply with Senate 
Bill 987 ana realiqn resi'd.ential 
rates, incluaing baseline rates" 
of California energy utilities. 
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-----------------------------------) 

I.88-07-009 
(Filea July 8, 1988) ", 

(See Decision 88:-09-02'7 for appearances •. ) ,-

Additional Agpearanees 

Messrs. Orrick, Herrington & Sutcliffe, by 
Robert J. Gloistein ana Kathryn Poi, Attorneys 
at Law, 'lor CP National Corporation;
Chtistopher Jo Warner, Attorney at Law, for 
Pacifie Gas and Eleetric Company: and Mart A. 
Minick, Attorney at Law, for Southern. 
California Gas Company: respondents. 

Joel Bo Singet, Attorney at Law, for Towud 
Utility Rate Normalization, interested party. 

Jud:ij:h Allen, Attorney at,Law, tor the Division 
o'l, ,RatepAyer AdvoCll.tes.~ . 
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J:. Introduction 

SummarY 
This concludes the Commission's procee4inq to comply with, 

the requirements of Senate Bill (SB) 987. We authorize a low
income ratepayer assistance (LIRA) progrAm consisting of alS~ 
discount on rates for ratepayers who- qualify under the income 
criteria for Universal Lifeline Telephone Service (UI,lI'S). The LIRA 
discount will apply to' usage under botn Tier 1 and Tier 2 rates as 
well as to any applicable monthly residential customer charge. 
The resultant difference in resi4ential revenues will be collected 
from all other ratepayers, except for those under existing special 
contracts which state a specific rate, utility electric generation 
gas customers (UEG)" cogeneration qas customers (coqen), wholesale 
gas and electriccustomers~ and enhanced oil recovery 9AG 

customers. By Decision (0.) 89-07-062' issued on July 19, 1989 (the 
interim opinion), we adopted the UL'rS eligibility criteria and 
authorized balancing account treatment of program costs for 
ratemaking purposes. A method for reviewing ratepayer eligibility 
was also approved. 'rhe respondents were ordered to file a tariff 
to provide a low-income proqramconsistent withth~ interim order 
so' that eligible ratepayers could be placed on the' LIRA schedule 
pending this, order. This final opinion establishes the, rate for 
each utility's LI~ schedule. 

Positions of the parties on all issues, including those 
resolved today, were set forth in the interim opiniQn and will not 
be repeated here. Comments of the parties on the aclministrative 
law judge (ALJ) proposed benefit level ,and other implementation 
details are conside:r;ed in this, decision. Some ot the comments" 
souqht, clarification of the Commission's intent: we provide such 
clarification" here. Other ,comm~nts." whicbmerely reargue' 'the 

, , , 
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positions of the parties, are accorded n~wei9ht consistent with· 
Rule 77.3. 

XI.. Qisc.gss1sm 

A. BenWt Level . 

1. LIRA RA-te 
sa 987 charged the commission with establishing a prog'X'am 

of assistance to· low-income electric and gas customers. 'l'he 
legislation does not specify the amount or manner by which 
assistance should ~e given, ·nor does it define *low income.'" This 
mandate coincided with the qrantot greater flexibility in pricing 
the baseline quantity of service. The utilities have reasonably 
assumed that a low-income assistance program should· offset the 
effects of ~aseline realignment, as the increase in Tier 1 rates 
above 8:5% of system average rate is called, on low-income 
ratepayers. While we do- not choose to ~ccept the utilities' 
arguments here,. we d~ recognize that a low-income program would not 
exist without the need to· reform the baseline prQ9%'am. Thus,. 
baseline reform, which the Commission is in the midst of, and th~ 
low-income program are inextricably linked. 

Relationship B.gtween LI'8A and Xncrease in Tier 1 hte§ 
While the utilities would limit the amount of assistance 

to offset exactly the effects ~f ~aseline realignment~ the 
legislation does not require such a limit ... Some of the 'utilities 
refer to the Commission's evolving policy of aligning rates with 
cost,. and object that a rate discount in excess ot actual 
realignment is. not cost-based. However, the task ot protecting 
low-income ratepayers from the rate increases that accompany 
~aseline refo~. requires that those ratepayers be actually 
insulated from the rate increases~ The offer ota rate discount is 
inadequate if· the ratepayers have not signed' up· for the discount 
when Tier 1 rates· .. are increased due toreali9Nllent.. This' means 
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that the discount should be substantial enough to confer a 
meaningful initial benefit on proqram. participants. The discount 
should also be easily understood in order to attract participants. 

cost tOBQn-Partigfpants 
To, confer a meaningful benefit on proqram. participants at 

the outset, we commence the LIRA proqramat a flat tifteenpercent 
discount applied to both the Tier 1 and Tier 2 rates. This results 
in a small subsidy to participants: in other words, the proqru 
benefit exceeds the impact to· date of adjusting the Tier l/Tier 2 
differential. Nevertheless" we strongly concur with the utilities 
and the Division of Ratepayers Advocates (ORAj that, the LIRA 
progru, over the long-term, should-be desiqned to pr~uce a, 
benefit that, on average, is commensurate with decreasing the 
differential between Tier 1 and Tier 2' rates. As a consequence, we 
put all parties on notice that we will continue to- adjust the Tier 
l/Tier 2 differential, consistent .. with this policy, as early as 
possible in appropriate proceedings for the respective utilities • 

Even at the outset, the costs of the LIRA program. to non
participants is modest. Toward Utility Rate Normalization (TORN) 
was the only non-governmental consum.e~ organization whiCh, 
partiCipated at the evidentiary hearing. Mr. Florio testified for 
'l'ORN that bill impacts of up-·to 3% increase per month are 
acceptable for the non-participatinq customer. 'l'O'P.N does. not 
object to a larger benefit within the ranqe discussed in this 
proceed.ing given the rate impacts illustrated in this record. 

Southern California· Edison (Edison) claims· it conducted a 
survey of ratepayer willingness to' fund a low-income program. 
Nothing of the survey is known, since the survey was not introduced 
into evidence, nor did Edison's survey-taker testify. Pacific 
Power and. Light Company's (PP&L) prepared testimony describ,ed a 
phone-survey conducted· in,March.of,1989 to assess'customer support 
for .. a surcharge to fund, a discount: for .low-income Customers.. ,58% 
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of non-qualifying ratepayers said they would pay an e~ra $.50 on 
their bill to support the program. 

The record of what is a reasonable burden on non
participants is limited but is adequate to conclude that we need 
not limit the program subsidy only to· the amount needed to· offset 
the impacts of realignment which has been authorized thus far. 

Specific Proposals 
The ORA recommends a minimum discount on the Tier 1 rate 

equal to the greater of 10% of RAR or a Tier 1 differential based 
on a current Tier 1 rate calculated.as a percentage of RAR. 1'11is 
minimum discount is appealing because it attempts to provide a 
~eaningful benefit to low-income ratepayers. The 10% of ~. 
discount results- in limited benefits, however,. sinceit.is 
available only on consumption within the baseline allowance. 

By way of comparison, under Edison's proposal, maximum 
monthly ):)enefits total 69 cents. Under the ORA's proposal,. . 
Edison's xna)Cixnuxn is $3 ... 63. The benefit under SoCA1's- methodology 
would ):)e $1..32', while under DRA.'s minimum, it would be· $2 .. 22. 
Because the Colnll'Lission-orderecl reali9Ment of Tier l/Tier 2 rates 
was minimal, the·LIRA rates of all of the electric companies and. 
the Sierra division of Southwest Gas company would· be based on 
ORA's 10% minimu.m d.iscount. The Tier 1 rates of the gas utilities 
were significantly ~ove 8:5% of SAR: before baseline refotln. As a 
result, the differential between current Tier 1 rates and a price 
equal to 85% of SAR is already so· s~stantial that it exceeds 10% 
of RAR.. Therefore, theDRA.'s 10% minimum would: not apply in the 
case of some o·f the gas utilities when combined' with the 85% of SAR 
rate discount method •. 

The most siqnificant ratepayer benefit considered in this 
proceeding consists of a 15%· discount off the average residential 
bill.. A 15%· discount ensures a meaninqful. level. of benefit to 
part'icipants. While the DRA recommended a lot of RAR discount 
initially, it offered lS%'as a reasonable discount· if the. 
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Commission believed that a more substantial benefit was needed. 
For Edison, assuminq average summer baseline usage~ the monthly 
benefit would be approximately $6,.71. The monthly benefit for 
SoCal ratepayers would be $4.5-7. 

The ALJ had proposed a metbod whereby a low-income 
ratepayer whose usage equals the utility's average baseline 
quantity would receive a discount equal to- 15% of·the average 
residential bill. Since the baseline.allowance and actual usage by 
a particular customer varies from average Tier 1 usage~it would be 
difficult to, predict. what the actual discount per month experienced 
by each customer will be. The ALJ's proposed methodology would 
have resulted in a monthly discount ranging. from 9% to 30% or so, 
assuming consumption equal to the baseline allowance, which varies 
depending on climate zone and season. 

Application of DiscOunt to- Tier l! Tier 2 

During the evidentiary phase of this proceeding, the . 
parties were unanimous in recommending that a rate discount be 
available only for baseline quantities of usage, that is, 
quanti ties sold under the T'ler 1 rate. Implementation of the 
assistance program· through a discount of Tier 1 rates would provide 
low-income ratepayers benefits eommensurate with their baseline 
benefits... That is,. baseline quantities are already adjusted by 
climate zone and by summer/winter season... A greater baseline 
allowance is available to- all-electric customers. Ratepayers with 
legislatively identified' medical needs are aiso entitled toqreater 
baseline quantities. ThUS, the program.. of assistance would eonfer 
more or less benefits aceording to an existin~ residential rate 
structure that recoqnizes the energy needs of specific residential 
customer groups .. 

Onder the ORA and utilities' proposals, the biggest 
discounts would be available when the baseline allowance is 
greatest. However, this. would· not necessarily result,. in- maximum 
customer satisfaction. ,Baseline allocations are based on average 
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historic conditions.. There may be periods when the baseline 
quantity is insufficient to meet actual ener9Y' needs ... We are 
concerned that preserving the differential between Tier 1 an4 Tier 
Z rates for low-income ratepayers will perpetuate the high bills 
when monthly consumption exceeds the baseline quantity. This is 
the situation which led to,' ratepayer complaints. and necessitated 
the realigmnent of Tier l/Tier Z rates in. the first place. Thus, 
we J:)elieve it necessary to discount Tier Z, as well as the Tier 1 

rate. 
Adopted· LIRA RXOQX'A 
We authorize a LIRA program consisting of a 15% discount 

on J:)oth Tier 1 and Tier 2- of the residential energy rate. In the 
ease of utilities which assess a monthly residential customer 
charge, the discount will apply to the customer charge as well. 
That is because the customer charge collects revenues that would 
otherwise be collected through the Tier 1 rate.. This discount is 
substantial enough to- provide a meaningful benefit to, low-income 
ratepayers, will further the Commission's goal of maximum 
participation among qualifying ratepayers, and will target the 
residential rate subsidY to ratepayers who need it. The LIRA 
program should facilitate the realignment of Tier 1 and Tier 2 
rates at the earliest date, thus providing benefits to non
participant residential ratepayers. Xtis clear from the enabling 
legislation that the LIRAproqram's continued existence depends on 
the closure of Tier 1 ancl Tier 2. '1'0 ensure that such realignment 
will be pursued vigorously, the.commission will examine its 
progress in baseline reform in, May ot 1991,. the 30 month deadline 
in sa 987. Adjustments to~ either ourproqress in baseline reform 
or the low-income program,may be required after such an 
examination. 

This program is simple--simple to understand, simple to 
explain, simple to computer Simplicity of understanding and 
explanation will facil'itate outreach.Md explanat·:i:on' by customer 
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service departments and result in a quick start to this program. 
It confers a noticeable bill decrease on participatinq customers. 

LiRA Discount and Baseline Reform 
The 15% discount Ulrgets a residential rate subsidy to 

ratepayers who need it. We intend that the LIRA, discount replace 
the baseline subsidy inherent in each utility's existinq 
Tier l/'l'ier 2 rate differential. 'l'bat is; the LIRA-discount is 
provided in anticipation of further increases. in Tier 1 revenues. 
Those increases have a special impact on low-income ratepayers.. A 
greater percentage of low-income customers limit their use to the 
baseline quantity than tor all residential customers. Therefore, 
Tier 1 increases would have a disproportionate ~paet on low-inco=e 
customers. By today's act'ion, we eonfir.m our stronq' policy to 
proceed with baseline reform,as needed to add.:ressthe high bill 
problem caused by the Tier 1/Tier2' rate differential, anc!-'to· 
ensure that in the very near future the level of the LIRA. discount . ,..' . . 

and the size of the Tier l/Tier. 2' rate d~tferential are essentially 
cownensurate. 

In responding to, the direction of sa 987, 'the Commission 
had two goals: to reduce high winter energy bills and to avoid 
excessive bill increases .. ,0 ... 88-09-02'7. and 0.88-10-062, the first 
two interim opinions in this OIl,' adopted increases. to' the Tier 1 
rate of less than 1% to 6%, depending on the operational and 
revenue needs of each utility. No, timetable for continued 
realignment of Tier l/Tier 2 rates was established.: However, the 
level otthe adopted LIRA discount will cause us to-accelerate:the 
pace at which further realignment occurs. utilities and other. 
parties shall address this issue in pending and upcominq rate' 
proceedings. 

2. HAqter Me3c~r Ra1:$Pavers and SJlbmetered CUsj::QJDers 

The implementation of the LIRA. proqram for master meter 
ratepayers was addressed,. in the- interim'opinion·. . Durinq the eourse 
of the taritt' workshop ordered by that, decision:,. the ;role ~of the 

• ,r . 
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master meter ratepayer in the tenant certificationproeess was 
questioned. We provide the following clarification. 

Master meter customers with submetered tenants must 
notify the utility when enrolled tenants move. 

Master meter customers are not responsible it a tenant 
misrepresents his eligibility to the utility. However, if a master 
meter customer has good reason to suspect that the tenant is not 
eligible, the master meter customer should, but is not required to, 
so advise the utility. The utility has the responsibility of 
confirming the tenant's eligibility. 

Finding of Fact 9' on mimeo. page 42 of 0.89-07-062 should 
have stated, "Low-income program rates will not be available to
y;ometered ratepayers because their energy bills are bundled. with 
their rent and there is no way to- enforce a pass through of the 
program discount to the consumer." 

3. Time-:s>t:Vse Discoun:t 
Pacific Gas- and Electric Company (PG&E), Edison, and San 

Diego Gas & Electric Company (SOG&E) offer optional t~e-of-use 
(TOO) metering to· residential customers. Within PG&E's. service 
area,. TOU meters are being installed roughly at the rate of 10,000 
a year. CUstomers must pay a monthly meter charge of $4.40. 
Contra Costa County's (County) r~commendationthat low-income 
residential TOU ratepayers have the option. of either a bill 
discount or zero' meter charge applied only to. PG&E .. 

The E-7 residential time~of~use schedule includes a 
baseline credit. PG&E states that Schedule B-7 should not include 
a LIRA rate because this schedule is voluntary and the customers to, 

whom it is available would otherwise obtain a L~ discount on 
Schedule B-1. If a low-income ratepayer on B-1 qualifies for E-7 
service and believes that the undiscounted TOO' rates would be even 
more beneficial, then that ratepayer may choose to take service 
under Schedule B-7; according,to'PG&E. 

:",. > ,', 
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The proposal has the merit of providing, a subsidy to low
income customers at a lower cost t~ non-participants than would 
otherwise be the case. It allows low-income customers, to, benefit 

, , 

substantially in two ways: an equity based waiver of meter charges 
and a cost based,rec:1uetion in bills. due to usage patterns ... In 
ac:1c:1ition, as a rate design principle,. a customer's choice should 
not be titled toward a less cost-based rate schedule. 

The AssiC]ned Commissioner's ruling indicated that 
assistance to low-income ratepayers should consist at a minimum of 
a rate discount and did not preclude consideration of a program 

, ' 

such as the County's. The proposal ha~ the merit of providing a 
potential benefit that exceeds its cost. The monthly meter charge 
under the E-7 schedule should:be waived tor low-income customers. 
The utility should use reasonable e!!orts'to'market'this. option as 
an alternative to the low-income rate discount,. particularly where 
the cost of the meter subsidy is less than the rate sUbsidy ... 
However, PG&E should not divert an excessive amount of its. 
administrative budget to· this program. Since the County was the 
proponent of this program', the County will :be expected to- use the 
experience C]ained during its two-year study to assist in 
implementing this option. Based on the outcome of. this trial,. we 
may consider expansion of the: low-income residential TOUoption for 
other electric utilities.' 
B. Administration 

1., ~s and AccO\lll1Cing 
The utilities ,have proposed administrativebuQgets 

consisting o,t these elements: general administration, 
certification and recertification, verification", outreaCh, billing, 
and' billing changes. A great disparity in administrative costs was 
noted in the interim opinion,. soa workshop to ey..am.ine the 
differences anc1 the reasons for such differences in administrative 
costs was ordered.. The respondent utilities were encouraqed t~ 
reach consensus on, the appropriate level."of administrative costs. • 

. ' ", 
"·t' • 
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Substantial deviations from that level of costs were to' be 
justified. 

The workshop was held on AuqtJst 15,1989. It was chaired 
by the Commission Advisory and compliance Division (CACD) staff. 
CACD circulated its draft findings and recommendations to the 
respondent utilities on AUq1J.st 18, 1989. Comments on CACO's draft 
and proposed administrative cost budgets, revised to, conform with 
workshop' results, were receivecl from the. utilities and DRA on 
Auqust 23-. CACt> tiled its recom:mendations concerning the 
appropriate level of administrative costs on September 1, 1989 as 
directed by the Commission. 

CACD's primary conclusion.is that most differences in 
administrative costs can be explained. However, the explanation of 
utility-by-utility differences is insufficient to determine what 
the appropriate level of administrative costs is. Utilities had 
not been using a common definition of incremental administrative 
cost., A common definition of incremental cost should be used~ at 
least until the definition can be refined in the context of a 
reasonableness review of LIRA administrative costs. 

For purposes of booking administrative costs, to' the LIRA 
balancing account, incremental costs are defined as costs resulting 
from performing incremental activities which would not have been 
incurred absent the LIRA proqram. These incremental costs must be 

identifiable in accordance with generally accepted aeeountin9 
principles and verifiable through generall~ accepted auditing 
standards in order to be considered in any ,reasonableness review. 
Accordingly, each utility should establish a cost code, subaccount, 
or other identifier appropriate for its accounting system to 
segregate and track the incremental administrati~e costs for the 
LIRA program. Thus, costs which meet this worki~ definition of 
incremental. cost may be booked to the balancinq account, even 
though we have not finalized, the definition: itself •.. 
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Administrative costs varied widely beCAuse utilities do 
not treat overhea4 expense in a uniform, manner, some utilities will 
contract out for some services, and estimates of customer contact 
an4 participation rates range4widely. As a'result, estimates of 
administrative costs per eligible customer ranged for the large 
utilities from PG&E's high of $8.1S to' SoCal Gas' low of $1.40. 

The issue of overhead expenses, which most utilities had 
not included in their initial showings,,. was discussed. We find 
that labor overhea4s should be included as An incremental cost 
because they are part of a, contractual package of employee 
compensation which is incurred at an hourly rate. Non-labor 
overheads should not be so included,because they have not been 
shown to be a mandatory incremental expense .. 

The utili ties are expected ,to incur both start-up or 
nonrecurring costs and ongoing or recurring costs during this first 
year. These costs must be distinguished in order t~ determine the 

, . 
trend for LIRA administrative costs t~be consolidated with general 
rate case expenses, and to' estimate future year administrative 
costs. An appropriate way to· incorporate administrative costs into 
base rate revenue ,requirement in the general rate case is to trend 
low-income costs less start-up costs., However, at the worksho~, 
the utilities characterized the difference between startup, and 
ongoing costs as someWhat arbitrary. 

CACD anticipated that administrative budgets,. revised in 
accordance with the above definition of incremental costs, would 
nonetheless vary. It proposed several options for resolving this 
matter. We find the most efficient alternative to be the 
establishment of a single DRAaudit team to pe~form reasonableness 
reviews, for all utilities. This review should be ongoing during 

, ' 

the first year in order to· establish fairly uniform practices among 
utilities for' costs to be 'bookeCl as LIRA. costs. The, audit team, 
should: present, i tsrec~XIUIlendations 'in the' annual," LIRA. reVision ' 

,.\, . ' . 
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proceeding. This would also assist the utilities to distin9Uish 
non-recurring from recurring costs. 

CACD has found that a full review of administrative costs 
and underlying assumptions is not possible at this time. Onder 
these circumstances, it is not possible to estilnate a reasonable 
administrative budget for the LIRA for each utility. 
Administrative budgets cannot be quaranteed rate recovery until 
they are found to be reasonable. Thus, the utilities should book 
their administrative expenses to· the' LIRA balancin~ account 
established in the. interim opinion., . However, unlike the 
residential rate shortfall, administrative costs must be reviewed 
for reasonableness before they may'be recovered in rates.. Booked 
costs will be reviewed to' ascertain whether they are indeed 
incremental or had been provided for in the utility'S base rates. 

z. outreach and Ap,plication PrgeeSS 

We have previously addressed the issue of LIRA,outreach. 
However, we indicated' that more' precise requireme,nts for customer 
notice would be provided in this decision... Indeed,. many questions 
concerning outreach were' raised at the both the workshop: on 
administrative costs and the August l4" 1989 workshop, on LIRA 
tariff uniformity, also chaired by CACD'. This opinion resolves 
those issues. 

All respondent utilities shall make the availability of 
the LIRA program known with each request for utility service, as 
SoCal Gas, SOG&E, and PG&E, have proposed to· do. This 'is a cost
effective way to' notify ratepayers. Many: of these ratepayers will 
be new to the utility'S service territory, and will not have 
received any notice of the program via the bill insert. 

The interim opinion had required the bill notice to 
include a form " ••• which could'be' returned with bill payment'to 
apply for the program .... " This enables,the,ratepayer to apply for 
the LIRA rate at the same't'ime as he pays. his utility' bill.. our 
intent was to make it convenient t~, apply :!orthe, LIRA rate.. It 
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the utility provided an application in the torm' ot a postage paid 
selt-mailer with the monthly bill~ that application would be as 
convenient as- the application returned with payment.. A utility may 
otter. this alternative it it is.' less costly than the tormer means 
of collecting application forms., 

It was, noted that the utilities' initial bill notices are,' 
in English only. Notices were not ordered in other languages 
because it was- assumed that the utilities are aware of the langu4qe 
needs of their own ratepayers, 'and that multilingual bill notices 
would be printed. We agree with wor~~hop· participants that' 
:multilingual notices should be, issued during the billing cycle 
which. begins immeeliately after December l~ 1989. Thereafter, LIRA 
bill notices shall be multilingual. 

As part of the m~nitoring'programordered by the interi:m 
opinion" the utilities- are to' show. how:minority anel non-English 
speaking ratepayers are appropriately represented among LIRA 
participants. Some ot the utilities proposeel at the workshop that 
the LIRA application request optional age anelracial information. 
This is unacceptable to the Commission. A, request for raeial 
into'nnation on an applicatio~for benefits 'conterred on the basis 
of income, whether optional or not, is irrelevant to· the issue of 
eligiD-ility at best. At worse', it, intimiClates applicants, is a 
deterrent and is, an invasion ,of privacy. The same ean be said for 
age information. The Commission should, not condone this practice. 
Moreover, no reliable conelusion can be drawn. from data, culled from 
optional responses" partieularly since during the course of the 
evidentiary hearinqs, the utilities repeateelthat demographic 
information on their ratepayers was not, available~ The better way 
to, collect information responsive to the Commission's expressed 
concern is tor the utilities t~ conduet a demographic survey of 
their entire ratepayer population, and to, collate data on LIRA 
participants out. ot that pool ot· responses. .Ho~ever" we· are not 
ordering such 'a .comprehensive sUrVey- at this tilDe.· . . 

, . . 
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It was proposed at the workshop that ratepayers be 
required to provide their social security numbers on their LIRA 
application form. The interim opinion authorized utilities to 
draft application forms substantially similar to the one Edlson 
introd.uced in its testimony. It d.oes not request a social security 
number. Provision of one's social security number is not a 
prerequisite for utility service., The, require1n,ent that LIRA 
applicants prov'ide their social security' nUlllbers was never 
lnentioned on the record .. Utilities are to conform with the 'interim 
order~ 

The following' miscellaneous observations clarify our 
intent on issues, raised at the CACD-chaired workshop-, or are 
necessitated by today's adoption of,benefit levels:. 

We note that only PG&E l\.nCl PP&L,. i,f PP&L, has concluded an 
agreement with Department of Economic Opportunity (DEO) , are 
authorized to use a two-step, application process., 

The interim opinion had authorized the expenditure of 
$1.0'0 per eliqible customer, for certification br DEO. PG&E 
currently estimates $1_&7 maximum average unit cost for processing 
applications beyond the first two'months of the LIRA-program. 
This revision is incorporated in the utilities' proposed 
administrative budqets, listed in Appendix A • 

• c. ID:Qlewenj:ation ot LXBA Rate 
1. L;tRA Tariff 

The LIRA rate shall be 85% of the respondent utilities' 
residential rates. in effect on November 1, 1989,. becoming effective 
on November l~ 1989. The LIRA rate' will be revised each time the 
main residential energy rate of a respondent utility is chanqed so 
that. the LIRA rate is maintained at 85% of the main residenti~l 
rate. That rate includes Tier 1 and Tier 2 rates as well as any 
applicable monthly customer charge. 

The discounted LIRA rate can be calculatedtoda.y~ 
However" the LIRA rate is subject· to, chanqe as residential, rates 
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change as a result of pendinq Energy Clause Adjustment Clause 
(ECAC) and Annual Cost Allocation Proeeedinq (ACAP) decisions. 

'. 

A separate LIRA tariff schedule with special conditions 
of service will make LIRA eligibility criteria clear and aid in 
enforcement;: expedite revisions to- the LIRA proqroaxld· the LIRA 
rate; and help ea~h utility track" the nWllber of its' ratepayers, on 
the LIRA schedule. 

We detail the terms of the advice letter filing ordered 
in the interim opinion as follows: .Each of the respondent 
utilities will file by advice' letter, effective.September l7, 1989, 
tariff sheets setting forth the LIRAr~te and conditions of service 
under a separate LIRA schedule ina form similar to- that proposed 
by Edison. Revised pages will be drafted. for the submeter 
schedules,. PG&E's E-7 schedule,. and in the appropriate tariff to
provide the LIRA rate to baseline medical allowances. Eaehutility 
will also· prepare an application form and. a list of detailed 
procedures to- be used.by,the utility in soliciting and processing 
ratepayer applications for the ,LIRA rate.. These· will be submitted 
to-the CACD staff'for review and· approval .. The proposed form of 
ratepayer notice will likewise be s~mitt.ed to the Commission's 
PUblic Advisor. 

A low-income allowance will be made for qualified 
ratepayers on PG&E's TOO' schedule. The monthly meter service 
charge, .currently $4.40, will be waived. These revenues-will be 

recovered along with other LIRA program costs. Contra Costa· county 
was the proponent ot this torm of low-income assistance. Its 
recommendation was based on a study where customer education was 
largely handled by the County. PG&E will not be required to 
publicize the availability of TOO' meters and the waiver of the 
monthly meter charqe in its LIRA customer information. That would 
most likely create customer confusion and. a greater a4ministrative 
burden than necessary-to get otherwise.qualified ratepayers on the 

. . . , . .' 

LIRA· program.. However,. the LIRA waiverotmonthly meter· eharqe 
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must be disclosed to all applicants for residential TOO service. 
The participation rate in the LIRA TOU option will be reviewed in 
the LIRA revision proceeding', and- improvements in customer notice 

" will be ordered if necessary. 
2'. <;Alc»latl.sm anU211ec:t10D 0' LIRA surcharge 

The respondent utilities are authorized t~ collect LIRA 
costs throuqh a surcharge. LIRA program costs include the rate 
discount, aaministrative costs" and an allowance for franchise fees 
and uncollectibles on administrative costs. Due to the incremental 
nature of the LIRA program at this time, LIRA administrative costs 

. . 
increase revenue requirement. An.allowance for franchise fees and 
uneolleetiDles should De included in the LIRA surcharge to recover 
this incremental increase in revenue requirement~ 

The actual surcharge to collect forecasted LIRAeost$ 
will be calculated in the utilities' upcoming- rate change 
proceedings. The necessary billing.deteX'lninants and chanqes in the 
residential rate will be adopted in. those proceeding'S. Appendix'A 
to this decision lists LIRA rates, forecasted sales, administrative 
budgets, proceedinqs with which to.coordinate,. and other factors to 
be used in calculating the LIRA surcharge. Appendix A inclu4es the 
utilities' estimates of first year administrative expenses plus. 
other elements of the surcharqe which appear in the record... Also', 
Appendix A lists the proceedings which will yield each utility"s 
rate changes .. 

Followinq calculation ot the LIRA surcharge in the rate 
chanqe proceed.ing's listed.. in Appendix', A, each respondent utility 
should file by advice letter a taritfestablishinq a LIRA surcharge 
to recover the cost of the LIRA pr.09'ram,. consistent with· the terms 
of this order. 

The LIRA surcharqe is the foreeastof LIRA costs divided 
by the forecast volume of non-exempt sales ot, electricity,. or the 
forecast volume of non-exempt transported gas; as.' discussed below. 
The surcharge shall be eolleeted'onallnon~exempt-sales ot 

.,' ' 
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electricity and all non-exempt transportation of natural gas 
commencing with the next utility rate decision for ~ich notice has 
been provided ratepayers pursuant to PUblic Utilities (PO) Code 
§ 454. Revenues from the surcharge shall be booked, to the LIRA 

balancing account,. which was authorized in the interiln opinion,. to 
offset LIRA costs. 

The LIRA surcharge shall be included in non-exempt rates. 
Our experience has shown that energy ratepayers are frequently 
confused or irritated with the itemization of surcharges which 
excessively complicate the,bill and leadto,addit~onal and costly 
inquiries to customer service representatives. However, we believe 
that there is a need in this program to' inform non-participating 
ratepayers what they are contributing .to, this program,. Thus, we 
request the utilities and ORA, in workshops chaired by CACD, to 
discuss methods for informing non-participants of the cost of this 
program. 

3. , RevisiQns :to...LIIm Rate and surcbAr9§ 
Revisions to the LIRA rate and surcharge will occur 

annually in the preceedinq wherein the utilitY'~,residential rate 
is revised. In the case' ot the large energy utilities" this would 
):)e the ECAC or ACAP proceeding. ,In the case 'of'the smaller 
utilities, this would be the attrition' or other cost offset 
proceeding. 

Revisionot the LIRA surcharge will take into account 
chan~es in ratepayer participation levels, residential rates, 
baseline allowances, average Tier 1 and 'l'ier 2 usage,.. numbers of 
eliqible households, sales forecasts and other factors~ We note 
that the ULTS eligibility criteria are revised in February of each 
year,. when the federal price index is revised. 'LIRA eligibility 
criteria should also, change each February to· maintain consistency. 

" I 

with the ULTS- criteria. Any d:(fference between nurcharqe revenues 
, - ,I,' ' 

and, actual LlRAproqram, costs will be reconciled'Jin·' the annual, LIRA 
.' II . 

! revision proceedinq.-
,i' 

I 
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D. cost ~ecoye;y 
The interim opinion authorized balancing account recovery 

for all LIRA benefits and administrative costs. Respondent 
utilities were authorized to book actual program expenses and 
actual revenues received under the LIRA. program. The balance in 
the LIRA. account will be amortized .in the LIRA surcharge' as part of 
the LIRA rate revision. Because wehave'provided. tor balancing 
account treatment no· :revenue requirement is- adopted in this 
decision. 

Since we cannot find that the utilities' proposed 
administrative budgets are reason~le,. the utilities are not 
guaranteed recovery of all booked administrative expenses. 
Estimates of administrative cost incorporated in the surcharge 
pursuant to Appendix A are nonetheless subject t~reasonableness 
review. Once'the reasonable level of recurring LIRA administrative 
costs has been established in a LIRA revision proceeding,. those 
costs should be trended and incorporated in the utility's base 
rates,. Coincident with each utility'S general rate case cycle,. the 
utility should propose to include the cost of administering' the 
LIRkprosram in its administrative and general expense. 

LIRA-costs will be collected on a volumetric rather than 
on a flat-customer charge basis. This method was favored by ORA, 
TURN, and all utilities, except SoCal. A volumetric charge is more 
consistent with SB 987, which .required thatproqram costs not be 
borne by a single ratepayer class. 

'It is possible to collect the LIRA surcharge for gas 
utilities on volumes of either gas sold or gas transported by the 
utilities. While PG&E favored a charge based on throughput, SDC&E 
would impose the charg'e only on gas sold. There are qoo4 arqumen~ 
to ,support both positions. A transport-based rate would Affect 
non-core transportation customers, who- are not.already exempt 
because of their UEG~ coqen, or Wholesale status •. It was :entione4 
that this incremental ·surcharqe could lead to· bypa~s.' of the utility 

, ,,', 
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system ):)y transportation customers. However" a sales based 
surcharge would be higher than one based on transportation volumes. 
If this higher rate were imposed on all utility sales, non-core 
customers may react ]:)yprocuring their own gas supplies. This 
sales ]:)ypass would result in the core customers shouldering most, 
if not all, of the LIRA program costs~ We have decided against 
this scenario,. Moreover, consistent with our decisions 
restructuring the' gas industry, PG&E·"s.core anel.non-core portfolio 
rates reflect only the costs of,'gas supplies. Therefore,. LIRA 
surcharges for the gas utilities should be· assessed-on transported 
volumes of gas. 

The following customer classes will be exempted from the 
LIRA surcharge: existing special contracts which state a specific 
rate, utility electric generation CUEG-) gas, customers,. cogeneration 
gas customers, wholesale gas'and electric customers, and'enhanced 
oil recovery (EOR) gas customers. These customers are exempted 
from funding the LIRA program ]:)ecause of special circumstances, 
such as eontractualo):)ligations of the utility,. the potential for 
double paying·, or 'statutory requirements. Low-income sales will 
also be exempt because the LIRA program will discount ,such usage. 
Street lighting will also be exempt because such service is 
ultimately paid for by taxpayers,. who will already contribute to 
the LIRA program as ratepayers. . 

The interim opinion provided that LIRA administrative 
costs will be allocated between gas and· electric operations in the 
same proportion as gas and electric program discounts, but did not 
speeify where that allocation should occur. Alloeation should 
oecur in the ECAC proceedings of the combined utilities. An 
allowance for franchise tees, and uncolleetibles will be made after 
the allocation of administrative costs ,occurs. 

Most of the parties recommend allocation of electric LIRA 
program costs on a' een:ts, per-ltWh basis·.' SDG&E. advocated allocation 
based on, Equal Percentage of Mar9'inal. cost, (EPMC),. . The' "EPMC 
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methodology is not appropriate because it assumes that every cost 
has a functionality that allows its incurrence to be attributed t~ 
a class of ratepayers. Moreover, allocation' on a per )cWh basis is 
more consistent with the goal of minilnizingthe burClen on anyone 
class of ratepayers. Therefore, costs of the electric LIRA program 
should be collected on an equal cents per-kWh· basis. 
E. IIsmitoring 

The interim opinion requires the respondent utilities to 
cooperate with CACD in its annual monitoring. of the LIRA. program. 
Given the results of the workshop· ordered by'the interim. opinion, 
CACO's monitoring role should include evaluation of administrative 
cost expenditures and· the reasonableness of utility effort in view 
of the ratepayer participation rates achieved.. CACD·, should also
evaluate the possibility. of j:oint'outreachwith telephone 
utilities.~ 

Findings of .Faet 
1. Assistance to low-income energy ratepayers is best 

provided through a 15% discount to- both the Tier 1 and Tier 2-
rates, as well as any applicable monthly residential customer 
charge~ within the residential rate schedule because this will 
confer a meaningful level of benefits to-the class of ratepayers 
which has been targeted for·rate subsidy, will encourage 

, ". , . 
participation by eligible' ratepayers, and will enable realiqnment 
of Tier l/Tier 2 rates to proceed in an equitable manner, and at an 
accelerated, pace. 

2. 'l'ier 2, as well as Tier 1, rates shoulCl be discounted by 
15% in order to avoid the disparity between these two rates Which 
led to· the high-bill problems necessitating baseline reform in the 

. first place. 
3.. A LIRA program should be available to qual:i:fying low

income energy ratepayers .. 
4 • The 15% discount on. residential rates is the most 

reasonable way. o'f providing: assistanc~ . to- low-income ratepayers at 
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this time because it targets a substantial portion o~baseline 
benefits to low-income customers., provides a siqnificant, rather 
than symbolic, level of benefits, and is cost-effective in 
minimizing administrative overhead. 

S. The DRA.'s RAR method. is the most reaso~le means of 
calculating the impact of baseline reform on low-income ratepayers 
because it best isolates and quantifies the difference in Tier 1 
rates which result from the flattening" the Tier l/Ti'er 2' 

differential .. 
6.. LIRA rates will not be available tounmetered consumers 

because their energy bills are bundled ,with their rent and there is 
no way to enforce'a pass through of the LIRA discount to· the 
consumer. 

7. Contra Costa county's proposal to- exempt qualifying low
income ratepayers from the monthly meter charge for residential TOU 
rates is a reasonable way of leveraging costs to non-participants 
to provide greater pote~tial benefits·to·low-income ratepayers and 
should be adopted for PG&E·. 

S • Eligibility criteria for the LIRA. program will change at 
the same time as revisions ·to ULTS criteria· are orderedby·tbe 
Commission. 

9. Utilities should notify' their customers of the LIRA 
program as approved today in English and: in other languages as 
appropriate to their ratepayer population via bill notice issued in 
the billing cycle immediately following December: l, 1989. The 
electric and cOmbi~ed utilities should· circulate the multilingual 
bill notice during the bill cycle commencing two months before the 
summer peak. All utilities should advise each applicant for 
utility service of the availability of the LIRA rate, as this. will 
notify those who have not been notified through the bill notice. 

10.. The interim' opinion" desc'ribed: an appropriate application 
form· •. ·· The utilities should· not'request information,. whether. 

;I'.J. ,,' .,. . . 

, 
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optional or not,. which was not sought by the approved application 
~o:rm. 

ll. LIRA program costs consist of LIRkbenefits,. defined as 
the difference between the main residential rate and the LIRA rate 
times LIRA. rate conswnption, LIRk administrative cost, and an 
allowance for franchise fees and uncollectibles on LlRA
administrative cost. 

12. The utilities should forecast a LIRA cost for the first 
year based on factors shown in Appendix A and using rates'resulting 
from the next rate chanqe decision • 

. 13. A LIRA surcharqe shall be authorized in the next utility 
rate change cecision for which notice has been provided to 
ratepayers pursuant to PO Code § 454. The LIRA. surcharqe is the 
forecast of LIRA costs divided by the forecast volume of non-exempt 
sales of electricity, or the forecast volUllle of non-exempt 
transported qas,. as. the case may be., The·sUX'charqe shall be 
collected on all non-exempt sales of electricity and all non-exempt 
transportation of natural qas_ Revenues from the surcharqe shall 
be booked to the LIRA. balancinq account'to offset LIRA, costs.. 'l'he 
allocation of LIRA administrative costs between gas and electric 
customers shall be on the basis of aggregate electric versus gas 
LIRA. rate discounts (LIRA d'iseount x LIRA. sales) ~ 

l4. The following customer classe~shouldbe exempt from the 
LIRA surcharqe: eXisting special contracts which state a specific 
rate, utility electric qeneration (t1EG) gas customers, coqeneration 
gas customers, wholesale gas and electric customers, and enhanced 
oil recovery (EOR) gas customers,. street lighting electric 
customers, and low-income sales. 

15,.. The LIRA rate should: be adjusted whenever rates are 
changed so that the LIRA rate is ~aintained at 85% of the :ain 

, . ' 

residential rate. The discount should. apply to Tier 1 and Tier 2 
. , ", ' , 

rate~ as well. as to any applicable monthly residential customer 
charge' .. 

". ' 
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16. The LIRA surcharge should be adjusted annually in the 
proceeding wherein energy C?r fuel costs are offset, or in.'an 
attrition proceeding, or other proceeding whereby residential rates 
are revised. Overcolleetions or un4ercollections should be 

amortized prospectively through the updated LIRA. surcharge.. 'l'he 
surcharge should be based on the determinants established in the 
relevant revision proceeding. Revisions to the LIRA surcharge 
should take into· account changes in rate changes, ratepayer 
participation levels, realignment of the Tier 1 and Tier 2 rates, 
baseline allowances, average usage, nwnl:>ers of el·iqible households, 
and other factors likely to affect the amount of rate subsidy. 

17. The cost per non-participant was estimated· under various 
scenarios in the utilities' responses to the AIJ"s·data request. 
Given the most liberal assumptions, costs: to non-participants. do 
not appear to· be unreasonable. 

18. Since the impact on non-participant ratepayers cannot be 
predicted, there is no basis for any cost cap at this time • 

19. LIRA surcharges for the gas utilities should· be assessed 
on transported volumesot gas on acents-per-tbermbasis.. 

20. The costs of the electric LIRA proqram should be 
collected on an equal cents per-kWh basis. 

21. A reasonable level of administrative costs cannot be 
established at this time. The utilities are authorized to use 
their proposed administrative budgets to- establish the first year's 
surcharge, but administrative costs booked· to the LIRA account are 
subject to reasonableness review in the LIRA revision proceeding .. 

22. LIRA administrative costs increase the utility~s revenue 
requirement.. An allowance for franchise tees,a:nd uncolleetibles 
should be made on this revenue requirement increase .. 

23. The most effective means of establishing the 
reasonableness: of LIRA administrative budgets is to establish a 
5ingleDRA audit team, ongOing during the first year, to perform 
reasonableness reviews. for all utilities. This will assist in 
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establishing an ongoing ~udget of administrative costs to ~e 
included 

24. 

program" 

in each utility's ~ase rates,. as well. 
The Commission's progress in reforming the baseline 

and' in the' adopted', 10w-incomepr09ram, will be reviewed by 
theconunission in May of, 1991. 

Con~lusionsof LAw 
1.. A rate discount must confer a substantial ~nefit on 

ratepayers in order to constitute a program of assistance. 
2. The fact that SB 98-7 both eliminated the 85% of SAR limit 

on Tier 1 rates and mandate~ a program of assistance to low-income 
ratepayers does not limit the level of ~enefits to that which does 
no more than mitigate the, increase' in Tier 1 ,rate~ experienced by 
low-income customers. 

3.. A 15% discount on the main residential rate is. a 
reasonable benefit to low-income C'UGtomers. RealiCjnll1ent of the 
Tier l/Tier 2 differential should be pursued, so· that the benefit 
level of the LIRA, discount' is commensurate'with the ,impact of such 
realignment. 

4.. protection of low-income ratepayers against increases in 
Tier 1 rates· due to residential rate realignment is consistent with 
PO' Code § 739. 

IT IS ORDERED that: 
1.. Within 10 days of the effective date of this order, the 

respondent utilities shall amend the tariffs ordered by 
0.89-07-062, (interim opinion) by advice letter to, provide a low
income rate assistance, (LIRA) rate consistent with the terms of 
this order. The LIRA rate shall be 85% of the main residential 
rate and shall be offered' . in a tariff separate from, the main 
residential tari·ff.· The LIRA rate shall.be effective November 1, 
198,9'. 
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2. Within 10 days of the effective date of this decision, 
Pacific Gas and Electric Company (PG&E,) shall ame~d its residential 
Time-of-Use tariff ~y advice letter to provide for waiver of the 
monthly meter Charge for qualifying low-income residential 
customers. The advice letter shall become effective November 1, 
198'9. 

3. Within 30 days of the effective date of this decision, 
the respondent utili ties and ORA shall meet in'. a workshop to-- be 

convened.bY CACD to explore methods for notifying non-participating 
ratepayers of their contribution to the low-income prOCJ%'am. CACO 
will report to· the Commission on the outcome of the workshop and 
include a recownendation. 

4. The second sentence of Finding of Fact 9' of 0.89-07-062 
is modified to state: 

If. • • Low-income program rates will not be 
available to, unmetered cODSUmer5because their 
energy bl11sare bundled with their rent and 
there is no way to enforce a pass through of 
the program discount to the consumer. lt . 

5-. Beginning with the bill notice to, be issued dUring the 
billing cycle beginning after December 1, 1989, the bill notice 
ordered in D.89-07-062'" Ordering Paragraph 3, and explained or 
modified in the text of this decision, shall be multilingual in 
accordance with the language needs of each utility'S residential 
ratepayer population. The bill notices are subject to approval of 
the' Commission's Public Advisor. 

&~ Pacific Power and Light (PP&L) is authorized to process 
applications through the Department of Economic Opportunity so long 
as the utility can place the applicant on the program schedule 
within one billing cycle from the date'of the application. 

7. Only PG&E and' PP&L. ar,e autho~ized to" use a two-step LIRA 
application process,. and.their results'are subject to-the review 
provided in D .. 89~07-062·1 ordering- Paragraph: '6,. ',. ' 
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s. ~e respondent utilities are authorized to recover the 
reasonable costs of the LIRA program trom all ratepayers, except 
for the following: LIRA proqram participants, those special 
contracts which state a negotiated price and were executed prio~to 
September 7, 1989" specific rate,. utility electric generation gas 
customers, coqeneration" gas customers, wholesale qas and electric 
customers, and enbance~ oil recovery customers, and street lighting 
customers. 

9. Following calculation ot the LIRA surcharge in the 
relevant rate change proceedings listed in Appendix A, each 
respondent utility shall tile by advice letter a tari:ft, 
establishing a LIRA surcharge t~ recover the cost ot the LIRA 
program, consistent with the terms ot this order.. The surcharge 
shall be calculated using the factors contained in Appendix A. It 
will be established using the determinants resulting trom rate 
chan9'e proceedings ,listed in that Appendix. Thesureha2:gG will be 
included in the rates ot ratepayers not exempted by ordering 
Paragraph 7, above. 

10. Revisions of the LIRA. rate, the LIRA surcharge,. 
alnortization of the LIRA balancing account, and review ot the LIRA 
program will occur annually in the utility'S Energy cost Adjustment 
Clause, Annual Cost Adjustment Proceeding, attrition, or other 
proceeding, where residential rates are changed, as indicated. in 
Appendix A. The first LIRA revision and reasonableness review ot 
administrative costs shall occur in the proceed:i:ngs by Which rates 
effective on January 1" 1991 are detemined .. 

11. LIRA program administrative costs shall ~e recovered in 
the utilities' base rates, rather than in the LIRA sureharge, in 
the general rate case following at least one reasonableness review 
of LIRA administrati vecosts ·.in the LIRA revision proeeeding .. 
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12. Commission Advisory and Compliance Division monitoring of 
the LIRA program, ordered in D.89~07-062, shall include a 
comparison of administrative costs and .participationrates among 
utilities, and a recommendation' of any necessary-.proqram 
modifications. 

·This order is.effective today~ 
Dated September. 7., 1989', at· 'San Francisco" California. 

I will file a written 
concurring opinion. 

ls/ JOHN B;. OHANIAN 
Commissioner 
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JOHN B. OHANIAN, Commissioner" Concurring:. 

" 

Although I do, not ~elieve that utility ratepayers should 
~e used as "deep pockets" sources of revenue for social welfare 
programs, I do' understand that the Commission must comply with 
the mandates of Senate Bill 98,7, ,and the level of benefits to, 
low-income ratepayers must be meani,ngful r 

In my opinion the initial level of ~enefits should,be 
10% of residential bills,. rather than 15%. Our own Oivision of 
Ratepayer Advocates recommended an initial ~enefit level ~ased on 
10% for most utilities" and the ORA represents the balanced 
interests of all ratepayers, including businesses and farmers, 
not only residential or low-income eustomers., 

Inverted residential rates provide conservation signals, 
and those rates apply to' all residential customers, whereas the 
LIRA program applies to only a few. The mismatch of' target 
groups indicates the need for caution, in trading off LIRA and 
inverted rate benefits. 

I am supporting the order ~ecause on the Whole it 
complies with legislative requirements. I would have preferred 
to start with a 10% subsidy to low-income customers, then 
accumulate solid data on usage patterns and review our 
residential rate design intentions ~efore committing to either 
elimination of ~aseline rates" a higher level of, LIRA benefits or 
more innovative responses such as residential efficiency 
incentives., seasonal"rates, uniform payment incentives, ,etc .. 

september 7, 1989 
San Francisco" California' 
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11 Reveru! requfie-ent eq.JIh edlinlStrative Wdget pluS francbh_~ fee end UlColltctible (tfW) aUowllOce plus low-Income diseOllltS. 
The adllnlSttatlve"budgets shevlliere dO not include a fJ&U ellowarce, Wd ere to be us!d solely 
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t~e discount for retes In COlumnS (e) to"tc) ~ltlplltd by the res~tlv~ units "of forteast sales. 

lJ The 15t dis~oult on the IlOr'Ithly tost6mer c~arge I\as been ,.O\.n&d ~o the iw:afest fiVe cents. $0 Cal Gas rate Is stlted in Ctnts per day. 
1/ The $\Keharge hto be t¢ate<'-~ an arriIat bas Is.Tht first $!Xc"~tge Lpdate _ 

will oc~ur in the pioc~ir,g$ by 1IIlch tates efiKtive In laAJarj 1991 ere __ " 
detenlirled. although sOrri proee«lirlgs ...ay result in fate ctlangesprl()j to 1991_ -

'I Southefn (alifoinl. Gas end SDGtt AtAP rates ate e~ted to be eff~tive wovtmbet 1.- 1989. 
ThIS eaactly coincides with e5tabtfsYvnent of a LIRA rate. RattS shown in thl!> apperdix 
will be t¢ated at that tille. 
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JOHN BOo OHANIAN; conunissioner, Concurring: 

Although I do not believe that utility ratepayers should 
be used as Hdeep, pocketsW sources of revenue for social welfare 
programs, I d~ understand that the Commission must comply with 
the mandates of senate Bill 987, and the level of benefits to
low-income ratepayers must be meaningful. 

In my op·inion the initial level of benefits should be 
10% of residential bills, rather than. 15%. Our own Division of 
Ratepayer Advocates recommended an initial benefit level based on 
10% for most utilities r , and the DRA represents the balanced 
interests of all ratepayers, including businesses and farmers, 
not only residential or low-income customers. 

Inverted residential rates provide conservation signals, 
and those rates apply to· all residential, customers, Whereas the 
LIRA program. applies'to only a few. The mismatch of target 
groups indicates the need for caution in trading, otf LIRA. and 
inverted rate benefits ... 

I am supporting the order because on the whole it . 
complies with legislative requirements. , I would have preferred 
to start with a 10% subsidy to low-income ~stomer$, then 
accumulate solid data on usage patterns and review our 
residential rate design' intentions before com..""nitting to- either 
elimination of baseline rates" a higher level of LIRAbene!its or 
more innovative responses such· as, res.idential· eftic,i~ncy 
ince.ntives, seasonal -rates,- 'unit~rm: paYlUe%'lt' incentives" ete .. , 

, . , Ii 

lsI John B, Ohanian 
John, ,B., Ohanian,. Commissioner 

septeml:>er 7, 1989 
San Francisco, California 
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FnW,' OEINlON 

I. Xut&9duction 

A. Sum:mMY 
This op1n1on concludes the Commission's proceeding to 

comply with the requirements of senate Bill (SB) 937, which ~eneed 
Public Utilities CPU) Cod.e § 739. PO' Code § 739~ndate:: that .3-

:baseline quantity of energy :be priced :below the price of ot."ler 
residential energy consumption. The oriqin and evolution of the 
energy baseline program was summarized in interi~ 'opinion Decision 
(0.) 88-10-062. The Commission had realigned the rates applic~le 
to' baseline volwncs,. the Hll'ier 1 rate," and.' the ratesapplica:ble to 
volumes in excess of, the .baseline quantity,,. the "Tier 2 ra'te, If' o! 
the energy utilities last year. This. was d.one in orcl.er to reduce 
rates charged.for usage over baseline'quantities by the statutory 
deadline' of NoveXlloer 1, 19S,8~ .. 1 ' By this order, the commission 
further complies with S;13· 987 by estaJ:llishing a program of 
assistance to low-income electricancl. gas customers. ~his pros=a~ 

is in add.ition to direct assistance proqrams such as REACH ane 
SAFE '. Those programs address seri'o~~ iow-income ratepayer' need.s, ' 
and utilities are. encouraged to· continue- direct· assistance. 

I ' 

1 ,Realignment was ordered in 0 .. 88-09-027 (stipulation re: rates 
o·f South.ern C~litornia Ed.ison (Ed.ison) approved.) and. 0 .. 88-10-062 
(Realignment of Rates Ordered tor Pacific Gas and. Electric Company 
(PG&E), Pacific ~ower and Light Company (PPScL), Sierra Pacific, 
Power Company (S·ierra Pacific), CP National, Southern California 
Gas Company (SoCal), San Diego Gas & Electric (SOGScE) I' and 
Southwest Gas. Company) (SW Gas). The rates· of Southern california 
Water.,Company (Bear Valley Electric) were addressed.: in that 
company's general rate case., 
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:1:. XntrocSuctigD 

This concludes the Commission's pr eeding to comply with 
the requirements ot Senate Bill CSB) 987. e authorize a low
income ratepayer assistance (LIRA) proqr consisting of a 15% 
discount on rates tor ratepayers Who qua fy unde~ the income 
criteria for Universal Lifeline Telepho e Service CULTS). The LIRA 
discount will apply to uSAge under bo Tier 1 and Tier 2 rates as 
well as to any applicable monthly re dential customer charqe. 
The resultant ditference in residen ial revenues will be collected 
from all other ratepayers, except or those under existinq special 
contracts which state a specific ate, utility electric generation 
gas customers (UEG), eoqenerati n gas customers (cogen), wholesale 
qasand electric customers, . enhanced oil recovery qas 
customers. By Decision (D.) 89-07-062 issued on July 19', 1989 (the 
interim opinion), we adopte the OLTS eliqibility criteria and 
authorized ~alancing acco t treatment of program costs tor' 
ratemakinq purposes. A ethod tor reviewing ratepayer eligibility 
was also approved. The respondents were ordered to tile a tariff 
to provide a low-inco program consistent with the interim order 
so' that eliqible rat ayers coulcl be placed· on the LIRA schedulei \ 

pending this order. This t'inal opin1onestattlisbes, the rate for 
each utility'S LI 

Positi s ot the parties on all issues, including those 
resolved today, ere set torth in the interim opinion and will not 
be repeated he e.. COXlU'Dents ot the parties on the administrative 
law judge ( ) proposed ~eneti t level and other implementation 

tic:ation o'!the Commission's intent:: we proviCle,such 
onsideredin this. decision. Some of the comments 1 . 

Other comment~:,. which' merely reargue . the. . ' .. 

2" -
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The Commission's Low Income Baseline Rate Assistance 
(LIBRA) program will consist of a discount on the Tier 1 rate, 
(1:Iaseline quantity) paid 1:Iy low-income' custo'mers,. The initial 
pr'ogram. is desiqned to, confer a 1"5% discount ott the custo:t:lcr's 
total'bill, assuming the customer uses average baseline and total 
quantities .. Many low-income customers use' less than average and 
will receive greater than a lS~ discount. Low-income customers who 
use considera1:lly more than ,average will receive less than 15~&, bl!": 
will also, receive the benefits of rate realignment.. In addition, 

.. 
the baseline disc,ount provides ,a discount greater than 15-% of! 
higher winter' gas bills, and less, than lS~ of! lower summer gas 
bills. 

Since the discount is applied to, the baseline rate, the 
vast majority of low-income customers who,use lesz than 1:Iasoli:7.e 
allowances will receive a d.iscount g'reater than 15-':;' In addition 
to conferring a siqnificant and meaningful bene,fit on low-income 
customers, this discount is desiqned to' protect low-use" lo· .... -inco:e 
customers from the ongoing i:mpact of rate realignment.. All parties 
to this proceeding recommended that assistance 1:Ie throug'h the 
baseline rate, in recognition Of the impacts of rate re~li9~en~. 
LoW-Use customers would ~learly~e the ones,~ost adversely atfected 

, ' 

~y increases in the baseline rate that result frotl rcali9n::lCnt. 
Some hi9'h.':"use, low-income c:uS1:omers would receive les:;; 

than a lS~ discount on their bill r since the discount only applies 
to 1:Iaseline rates.. Al though we are concerned· ab'out customer 
perception,. our concern is mitigated 1:11' two factors. All high-use 
customers, will receive the benefit o,t rate realiqrunenton the 
Tier 2' rates they pay. Furthermore, this program allows utilities 
to, identify hi9h-use, low-income. customers to give :those custome::s 
an opportunity to, participate in weatherization programs. S\:,ch 
customers can then effect permanent reduetionsintheir 1:Iills. 

Average electric b.i11s tend to, 1:10 stable on a seasonal 
basis:.. Winter average gas bills, are about do"wle:' those during the 
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. ,. positions of the parties, are accorc1ad: no, weiqhtconsistent 

'. 

'. 

Rule 77'.3. 

:ex. Piscussion 

A. Benefit Leyel 

1. LIRA Rate 
SB 987 charqed the lishinq a program 

of assistance to, low-income electric and qas stomers. The 

leqislation does not specify the amount or erby which 
assistance should be qiven, nor does it de ine *lowincome.* This 
mandate coincided with the qrant o~qrea r ~lexi~ility in pricinq 
the baseline quantity of service. tilities have reasonably 
assumed that a low-income assistance oqram shoulc1 offset the 
effects of baseline reali9Dll1ent" as e increase in Tier 1 rates. 
above sst of system average rate i ealled~ on low-income 
ratepayers. While we do not choo e to accept. the utilities' 
arquments here~ we do· recoqnize t a low-income program woulc1 not 
exist without the need to refo the baseline program. Thus, 
baseline reform, which the Co iasion is in the midst of, anc1 the 
low-income program· are ine icably linkec1. 

to offset exactly the e 
leqislation does not r 

ects of baseline reali9Dll1ent, the 
ire such a limit. Some of the utilities 

refer to the Commissi n's evolvinq policy of aligning rates with 
cost~ anc1 object 
realignment is not 

a rate c1'iscount in excess of actual 
However, the task ot. protecting 

low~income ratepa ers trom·the rate increases that accompany 
baseline retorm· equires that those ratepayers be actually 
insulated· from e rate increases. The otfer of a.rate c1iscount is 
inadequate if e· ratepayers. have not', signed·. up-, for the discount 
when 'Tier l' 'increased due 'to realiqnment.. This ~eans 

- 3. -
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summer. '1'he baseline discount provides a higher discount in dollar 
and percentage terms during the winter for gas customers. A 
discount that reduces higher bills is likely to provide assistance 
when low-income customers need it more. Although this departs fro~ 
a straiqht discount, the outcome is'desirable. 

Our initial program is based on the 15% of average bill 
method. '1'0 provide longer term protection from substantial 

I 

realignment" the benefit from the' Division of Ratepayer Advocates 
(ORA.) Residential Average Rate (R.i\R) method will be used when i-:. 
confers a' higher benefit level. 

Because'of further realignment, we belive it is necessary 
to· implement low-income assistance through .the baseline rate at 

. . 
this time. Utilities· and other parties are encouraged to propo~c 
innovative program~ that refJ.ect.' the extent of realigom:tent aroe the 
experience gained as a result of this program for the Commission's 
overall review of the LIBRA program in three y~ars. Proposals made 
:by parties to thisproceedinq were qenerally narrow in scopeI" 
apparently reflecting the belief that rate· reali9'7UTlent was the 
dominant issue with respect to, low-income customers. In the 
Commission's review proceeding, broade~proposal~ which provide 
assistance when heat or cold leads to high bills, or othentise 

' .. ' . . 
add.ress. what are likely to·:be low-income·custot1.ers' concerns wo,,;lc. 
be welcomecl. 

'rhe LIBRA rate would be offered in a new low-income 
resident.ial rate tariff. A customer who· meets the eliqibili ty 
criteria of the co:mmission's Universal Lifeline '1'elephone Service 
(UL~S) would qualify for the LIBRA rate. 

Pursuant to this order the Commission establishes two 
methods in order to· ensure that low-income' ratepayers are 
indifferent to· rate r.e~liqnment. Initially all. rates are b~S-ecl on 
the l5·% 0:1: averaqe b·il1. method .. ' Inth,-e 'eventthere is-significant 
realignment the RAR~ method' may provide a 'higher benef·it. for some 

'. . . 
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that the discount should ~e sUbstantial,enouq,n t~confer a 
meaningful initial ~enefit on program participants. Tbe disc 
should also ~e easily understood in order to attract partic ants. 

~9St toU9n-PartieiPAnts 
To confer a meaningful benefit on program pa cipants at 

the outset, we commence the LIRA proqram at a flat fi een percent 
discount applied to, both the Tier 1 and'l'ier 2' rate. This results 
in a small sUbsidy to participants: in other word , the program 
benefit exceeds the impact t~date ot adjusting e Tier l/'l'ier 2 
differential. Nevertheless, we strongly conca with the utilities 
and the Oivision of Ratepayers Advocates (D that the LIRA 

proqram'I over the long-term, should be des 
benefit that, on average, is commensurate with decreasing the 

differential between 'l'ier 1 and Tier 2 tes~ As a consequence, we 
put all parties on notice that we wil continue to adjust. the Tier 
l/Tier 2 differential, conaistent wi this policy', as early as 
possible in appropriate proceeding for the respective utilities • 

Even at the, outset, the costs, of the LIRA. program to 
non-participants is modest. Tow rd. utility Rate Normalization 
(TURN) was the only non-gove ental consumer organization which 
participated at the evidentia hearinq. Mr. Florio- testified for 
'l'tJRN that bill impacts of u to· 3% increase per month are 
acceptable tor the non-pa lcipating customer. TORN does not 
object to a larger benefi within the range discussed in this 
proceeding qiven the ra impacts illustrated in this recorc1. 

Southern, cal ~ornia Edison (Edison) cla:imait conducted a 
survey of ratepayer w llingnessto- tund a low-income program. 
Nothing ot the sUrv is known, since the survey was not introduced 
into· evidence~ nor id Edison's survey~taker testify. ,Pacific 
Power.and Light C mpany's (PP&L) prepared testimony descr1bed'a 

ucted in March. ot 1989 to assess: customer': support 
to-tund ',a' discount', tor, low-income customers.: S3%' 

, .. " ,',1 
I' 

. '!l ,I' 
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utilities' ratepayers, ancl the method yielding- a higher :benefit 
would :be used. 

The utilities will publicize the low-income rate in the 
monthlybillinq, among other means, anc:l will solicit. appl.ications 
from their ratepayers. Review of the applications and 
determination of eligibility will :be done'bythe utili~ies. An 
except.ion is made forPG&E and E<iison, .if they finalize.aqreemcnt.!Z 
with the State Department of Economic Opportunit.y (DEO} for t.h~t. 
agency to determine eliqibility in time for eliqible ratepayers to 
be billed at the LIBRA rate :beqi~ing on November 1,' 1989. 

B. Proe~at History 
A prehearing conference .. in this phase of the OIl was held 

on Decel'@er 28 f 198:8 during which dates for the service of 
testimony and for evident'iary hearings were set. ::?~rt'ics were 
directed to· exchange summaries of their conc~pt of a low-income 
assist.ance program •. They were encouraged to .attend an'informal 
workshop Chaired :by the Commission'Advisory and Compliance Division 
(CACO) on January 27, 1989 to· discuss their ideas. Su:bse~ently, 

the Assigned Commiss,ioner issued a ruling outlining the iz:::;ues and 
suggcstinq a ,rate discount as the means for assistance. In that 
February 9, 198·9 rulin9" the parties were required to propose a 
rate discount or differential asa mini~u'm, to project the a:ou~-: 
ot· :continuin9 rate assistance,. to allocate costs of the proqrol:\ o~ 
all but certain specified sales, and to.estimate the potential 
number of participants. The resultant costs t~ non-participants 
under various eligibility criteria and assuming as a maximum 
benefit the differential between pre-existing Tier 1 and the 
residential rate at full realignment (i.e •. no difference bet·..,een 
Tier 1 and Tier 2 rates except for customer charge) were to, be 
estimated. While the. rulinq· stressed the need for consistency w~~h 
the'Commission 's' energy, conserva.tion qoals.I" .the amendment· of. any 
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of non-qualifying ratepayers said 'they would pay an extra 
their bill to support the proqralll. 

The record of what is a reasonable burden on non 
participants is limited but is adequate to conclude that e need 
not limit the proqX'alIl subsidy only to the amount neede to· offset 
the impacts of realignmentwhicb has been authorized 

specific ProposAl, 
The ORA recommends a minimum discount 0 the Tier 1 rate 

equal to the greater of lOt of RAR or a Tier 1 fferential based 
on a current Tier 1 rate calculated as a perce tage of RAR.. This 
minimum discount is appealing because it att pta to provide a 
meaningful benefit to· low-income ratepayers The 10% of RAR 
discount results in limited benefits, hower, since it is 
available only on consumption within the aseline allowance. 

By way of comparison", under iaon' a proposal, maxim'Wll 
monthly benefits total 69' cents. 'Ond r the DRA's proposal" 
Edison's maximum· is $3.63. The ben it under socal'a methodology 
woulCl be $1.32, while under ORA's nimum, it would be $2 .. 22. 
Because tt.e COmmiSS:LOn-Ordered~e 1iqnment of Tier l/Tier 2 rates 
was minimal, the LIRA rates of a 1 ot the electric companies and 
the Sierra division ot Southwe Gas Company would· be based on 
ORA's 10% minimum discount. e Tier 1 ratesot the gas utilities 
were siqnitieantly aDove 85% ot SAR: before baseline reform. As a 
result, the differential be ween current Tier 1 rates and a price 
equal to 85% of SAR is al ady so· substantial that it exceeds lOt 
ot RAR.. Therefore" the's 10% minimum woulCl, , not apply in. the 
case of some of the 9aS' utilities When combined, with the 85% of SAR 

The most s iticant ratepayer benefit considered in this 
proceedinq consists ot a 15% discount oft the averaqe resid.ential 
bill. A 15% disco t ensures a meaningful level.ot benefit to, 
participants.. 1e the DRA reeommended a' 10%· of, RoAR: discount 
in:1t1allY, as: 'a reason~le· 'discount if the 
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Commission-approved demand side management program or other non
rate typ~ of customer assistance program was excluded trom this 
proceeding-

Testimony was 'served by the respondent utilities on 
Febru;:l.ry 22, 1989,. by the COM.ission's,Division of Ratepayer' 
Ao.vocates (DRA) on March 15". and by interested parties on March 31. 

Review o! the testimony showed that additional intor=ation wa~ 
need,ed to- accurately det~r:mine the rate effects, of ar.y lo·..,-i~co:lc 

assistance proc;ram. On April 10, the assiC]ned ad::l.in,istrativc law 
judge CAIJ) issued. a data request which required su):)stantial 
'research ~nd calculation by the utilities. The data rcspon::es wc::-c 
sponsored by utility witnesses and are' part o! the record.. Fou::
days o! evidentiary hearing were held beginning on May 15, 1989 in 
San Francisco .. : Of the respondent utilities" PG&E,,' SoCal .. SOGStE, 

Edison, . SW Gas" Cpo National, .and PPScL presented testimony .. 
Southern California Water Company (soca~ Water) and Sierra Pacific 
did not actively, participate 'in the evidentiary hearings and are to 
taXe appropriate steps to· comply with' this decision. 

c. ~om:ment~on ALl":: Ph9Posed",keisi91l 1 
The AI.:1's Proposed, Decision was mailed to the pa~ies on 

June 23, 1989. As, noted in the AJ.:1"s, Ruling o'! June 12 .. 1989', the 
parties stipulated to- a· shortening o,! the :3 a-day Section 311 revie'" 
):,criod, provided they were allowed 20 days within which to tile 
comments on the Proposed Decision. Pursuant to Rule 77.1 et sec;:. 
of the Commission",s Rules of Practice' 'and Procedure, the following 
parties filed written comments,: PGScE,. Edison, SDG&E", SoCal, PP&L, 
CP National, Southwest Gas, WMA, the Ci'ty of Long Beach,. 'l'tI"'R..~,. and 
ORA;. 

We haveearefully considered these comments, and have 
corrected certain technical and numerical errors" as more fully 
ref~ected. in revised Appendiees A and. B, attachec'!.'to this 4ecision. 
There are other minor ,typographical and editorial ehanges 
(ineludin~ in some eases, elari'tica1:ions.. of, parties'positions) 

.' . '. 
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Commission believed that a more substantial benefit was needed. 
For Edison, assuming average summer baseline usage, the montbl 
benefit would be approximately $&.71. The monthly benetit t 
SoCal ratepayers would :be $4 .. 57. 

~he ALJ had· proposed a method whereby a low-in ome 
ratepayer whose USAge equals the utility's averaqe bas ina 
quantity would receive A,discount equal to, 15% ofth average 
residential bill. Since the baseline allowance an actual usage :by 
a particular customer varies from average Tier 1 Bage" it would be 
difficult to predict what the actual discount r,month experienced 
by each customer will be. The ALJ's propose methodology would 
have resulted in a monthly discount rangin from 9% to, 30% or so, 
assuming consumption equal to the :basel in 
depending 

e of this proceeding-, the 
parties were unanimous in recommen Inq that a rate discount be 
available only for baseline quan ties ot usage, that is, 
quantities sold under the ~ier rate. Implementation of the 
assistance program through a scount ot Tier 1 rates would provide 
low-income ratepayers :benet! s commensurate with their baseline 
benefits. quantities are already adjusted :by 
climate zone and :by summa /winter season. A greater :baseline 
allowance is available ' all-electric customers. Ratepayers with 
legislatively identifi d medical needs are also· entitled to greater J 
baseline quantities.. Thus,. the proqram·of assistance would confer 

aecordinq to an existing residential rate 
I 

structure that ree izes the energy needs of specific residential 
customer groups. 

Under e ORA and utilities' proposals,. the :biqgest 
discounts woul be available When the baseline allowanee is 
greatest. Ho ever, this would'not neeessaril~ resul:t.1nmaximum 
customer sa Baseline,allOcations'are'basec1on, aver4qe 
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throughout the te~, which will ~e o~vious to those familiar with 
the issues raised in the written comments. However, many of the 
comments contained extensive reargument of the parties positions, 
and in accordance with Rule 77.3, we have accorded such comments no 
weight. The more siqnificant revisi~ns are summarized ~elow. 

In response to several parties' comments we have deleted 
certain dicta appearing at page 33 ot the ALJ'sPropo~~d Decizion 
regard'in9' "an unwarranted d.ive~sity wind.tall. l

' We have added. 
additional te~ at paqe38, clarifying' the manner in which LIBRA 
benefits are to be passed on to qualifying' submetered customers. 

In response toWMA's concerns" we have' clarified. that. the 
submetered. customer applying for the LIBRA rate is to- have direct 
contact with the utility during the application process,rather 
than relying on the landlord as a conduit. In respo.nseto· 
concerns raised by SDG&E, w~ specity that qualifying s~metered 
tenants ot master metered customers must reestablish their 
eliqibili ty for the LIBRA rate every year" since they are not 
customers of the utility, and the latter will not ~e aware of 
tenant relocations. The ALJ's recommended three-ye~r re-

, '. 

certification for all other customers is retained~ 
In response to· SOG&E's comments, we also clarify that a 

customer applying for the LIBRA rate may ~e,required to ack.~owled;c 
that the utility may verity custo'tn.er eligibilityoither rando::ly or 
where there is reason to ~elieve that, a false 'declaration has been 
made., The application form may state that the utility may request 
the customer to provide proof ot eligibility. 

In response to"" SOG&.E' s comments we have modified Finding 
of Fact 2'5 to discuss alternative methods ot' applying for the LIBRA 
rate~ 

In response to the eomments ot PG&E and' ,SOG&E,. WQ have 
revised. Finding of Fact 24 to provid.e that bil,l notice of the LIBRA. 
program shall commence with billinq~ is~ued AU9Ust20,,1989 or as 
soon thereafter as< reasonal:>ly practi~al:>le, but 'in, ,no.' eve~t later 1 
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historic conditions~ There may be perioas when the base 
quantity is insufficient to, meet actual energy needs.. e are 
concerned that preserving the differential between 1'1 1 and Tier 
2 rates for low-income ratepayers will' perpetuate high bills 
when monthly 'consumption exceeds the baaeline qu ity .. , Thia is 
the situation which led t~ ratepayer complaints dnecessitated 
the realignment of Tier l/Tier 2' rates, in the rst place .. , Thus,.. 
we believe it necessary to discount Tier Z, a well as the Tier 1 

rate. 
AdQPted LU0 pr09XA· 
we authorize a LIRA program eo isting of a 15% discount 

on both Tier 1 and Tier 2 of the reside tial energy rate. In the 
case of utilities which assess a mon y residential customer 
charge~ the discount will apply to, t e customer charge as well .. 
That is because the customer char9 collects revenues that would 
otherwise be collected through th Tier 1 rate. This discount is 
substantial enough to provide a eaningful benefit to- low-income 
ratepayers, will further the C iS5ion's goal of :maximum· 
participation among qualify-in ratepayers,' and will target the 
residential rate subsidy to' atepayers wh~need it. The LI~ 
program should facilitate e realignment of Tier land Tier 2 
rates at the earliest dat , thus providing benefits to non-
participant residential Itiselear from the enabling 
legislation that the L program's continued existence depends on 
the closure of Tier 1 and Tier 2'. To ensure that such· realignment 
will be pursued viqo ously, the Commission will examine,,' its 
progress in basel! reform in May of 1991, the 30 month deadline 
in,SB 987.. Adjus ents to either our progress in baseline reform 
or the low-incom proqram may ,be' 'req\l:Lred,.att~"sueh, an 
eXamination .. 
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This proqram is simple--silnple to understand, s ple to 
explain, simple to compute... Simplicity ot understand in and 
explanation will tacilitate outreach and explanation ~ customer 
service departments and result ina quick start to a program.. l 
It conters. ,a noticeable ~ill decrease on,participa lnq'customers. \ 

• , I '.' 
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This program is simple--simple to understand~ simple to 
explain, simple to·· compute.. Simplicity of understanding- and 
explanation will facilitate outreach and explanation ~y customer . . 
serviee· departments and result .in a quick start ,to, ,this. program.. \ 
It· confers. a noticeable'bill·decrease onparticipatinq,euatomers:'" 
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than Septenl:oer 19, 1989. We have modified Ordering Paragraph 3 
, ,accordin9ly .. 

.' 

• 

In response to SDG&E's comments we have elarifed. that the 
LIBRA ~alanclng account will accrue interest, consistent with 
existing' Commission procedures ,for balancing accounts.' 

Finding' of Fact 30 is clarified as sU9'gested by PG&E to 
remove language that would d.eny respondent utilities recove:y o'! 
administ.rative. costs incurred prior to- the effective dat.cof t~~ 
de.cision. 

As noted in revised Ordering' Paragraph 11, CACO i~ also 
charged with the responsibility ot comparing administrative. cost.s 
and. participation rates among' respondent utilities,., and to, 
recoIlllllend any necessary program modifications, in the eourse ot its 
overall monitorinq role. 

In response to· several parties:' comments, the reporting' 
due date mandated in ~rderinq Paragraph 12 is exten~edto July 1 of 
each year, 'and CACO"s annual report due date (Ordering' paragraph 
11). is e~ended trom June 30 to'September 1 ot eaeh year. 

orde.ring' Paragraph 1 is revised to require respondent 
utilities to' file their LIBRA ,tariffs by advice letter on 

, ' . 
AugUst 29, 1989,' the tariff filings, to be efteetive Septe.mber 1, 
1989, 'and the LIBRA rate to be effective Novo1nJ:)er 1, 1939. CAC~ iz 
direeted to convene and cnair a workshop on August l~" 1939,. t.o 
facilitate the filing of tariffs which contain substantially 
uniform formats and conditions of service. 

Several modifications to Findin9 of Fact 31 have ~een 
made to address, the comments of numerous parties pointing' to· the 
need to precisely identify those customer classes exe:mpt from the 
LIBRA. surcharge. ORA's suggested revision is ineorporated as, a ne·,., 
finding' (No,,, :lla) ~ In additi.on PG&E,"s suggested revision relative 
to the allocation of LIBRA-administrative' costs: between eleetric . 

" 

and: 'gas, customers 'is, adopted .,' 
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• LIRA Piscount on4 BAseline RetQrJll 
The 15% discount target& a resid.ential 

ratepayers who' need it.. We intend that the LIRA. discount repl 
the baseline subsidy inherent in each utility's existing Tie 
l/Tier 2 rate ditterential. That is, the LIRA discount is provided 
in anticipation ot turther increases in Tier 1 revenue&. 
increases have a special impact on lo~income ratepay s. 
greater percentage of low-income customers limit th r use to the 
:baseline quantity than tor. all resiClential custom a.. 'l'heretore, 
Tier 1 increases woulCl have a disproportionate pact on. low-income 
customers. Bytoday's action, we confirm· our rong policy to, 
proceed with baseline reform, as needed to'ad ess the high bill 
problem caused by the Tier l/Tier 2'. rate d terential, and to
ensure that in the very near tuture the vel of the LIRA. d.iscount 
and· the size ot the Tierl/Tier 2: rat'e itterential' are essentially 
commensurate. 

In respond'ing to the dire ion ot sa 987, the Commission 
had. two' goals: to reduce high wi er energy bills and to avoid 
excessive bill increases. D.·88- 9-027 .and D.88-10-062, the first 
two' interim opinions in this 0 X, aClopted increases to the Tier 1 
rate ot less than 1% to- 6%, pending on the operational anCl 
revenue needs of each· util . y. No, timetable tor continued 
realignment of Tier l/Tie 2 rates was established. However, the 

• 
level of the aClopted LI discount will cause us t~accelerate the 
pace at which further ealignment occurs. Utilities and other 
parties shall ad.dress this issue in pending and upcoming- rate 
proceeding'S. 

2'. 

1~ e~entation of the LIRA proqram tor master meter 
ratepayers was Cldresseci in the interim opinion. During' the course 
of the tarift orkshop ordered 'by that d.ecision, . the role ot the 
~aster,meter atepayer in the tenant eertifieation,proeess was 
qu~~tion~d.. We provide the. tollowing','clarifi~tion. " . ,. 
., ' .1 , • c ( •• 
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XX.. Positions of the Partie!; 

The parties sought to interpret SB 987 in order to 
rationalize a program ot assistance to low-income energy 
ratepayers. 'rhe fact that the mand~te to establish a proqra:r. o'! 
assistance and. the elilUi~ation of the :baselined.itterential2 

arose concurrently sU9gcstcd. to the parties that the program shoule 
exactly mitigate the increase in Tier 1 rates experienced by low
income ratepayers. Other than the fact that these two 
mod.ifications to PO' Code, § 739 were made by, the same legislation, 
no reason was advanced tor limiting pro9'r~~ benefits to the ~~ou~~ 
by which 'rier 1 rates have increased •. 

The major elements,ot a,progr~ ot assistance were 
id.entified in the parties' testimony as tollo· .... s: 

- , 

1. S,ize of discount to Tier, 1 rates. 
2. Maximum benetitor program. cost. 

'..' " "' 

3 • Definition of 'flow-:i:ncome'f customer • 
, , I 

4. .. Application and certification' process .. 
s. Estimated. first year participation rate. 
6~ Acbninistrative costs. 

, , 

7 • Recovery of program costs. 

PG&E proposed a low-income baseline ratepayer as::i~U!~ce 
(LIBRA) program. conSisting o,f a d.iscounted., Tier, 1 rate. The 'tier 1 

rate would:be aiscountea':by the ditference betweenthe.Stand.ard. 
I 

: " 

2 Former 5 739 SUbsection (c) had. required: 

"The baseline rates shall apply to the first or lowest :block 0: 
an increasing :block rate structure which shall be the :baseline 
quantity and shall be .. established tor the re:z.idential 
consumption of gas or electricity at a differential ot trom 
15'si to 25% :oeloW' the- sy;stem ave.ragerate .. "· (Emphasis. a.ad.ed..) 
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Master meter customers with suDmetered tenants must 
notify the utility when enrolled tenants move .. 

Master meter customers are not responsible it a te 
misrepresents his eligibility to the utility. However, if master 
meter customer has good reason to suspect that the tenant s not 
e1igible r the master meter customer should r but is not quired to, 
so advise the utility. 1'he utility has the responSib ity of 

contirming the tenant's e1iqibility. 
Finding of Fact 9 on mimeo~ page 42 of 

have stated, *Low-income program rates will not available to 
~etered ratepayers because their energy hil are bundled with 
their rent and there is no,way to, enforce a ass through ot the 
program discount to the consumer.* 

3. Time-ot-use Qiscqgnt 
Pacitic Gas and Electric Comp 

Diego Gas & Electric Company (SDG&E) 
(TOU) metering to residential eusto 

y (PG&E) r Edison, and San 
fer optional time-ot-use 

Within PG&:£ls service 
area" 1'OU meters are being install ct' roughly at the rate of 10,000 
a year. Customers must pay a mo 1)" m.eter charge ot $4.40. 

Contra Costa County's (County) ecommendation that low-income 
residential 'rOt)' ratepayers ha 'the option ot either a bill 
discount or zero meter char applied only to, PG&E. 

The E-7 rosident tim.e-ot-use schedule inclUdes a 
baseline credit. PG&E s tes that SChedule E-7 should not include 
a LIRA rate because thi schedule is voluntary and the customers to 
whom it is available w uld otherwise obtain a LIRAdiseount on 
Schedule E-l. I~ a w-income ratepayer on E-l qualitiestorE-7 
service and believe that the undiscounted'l'OO' rates. would be· even 
more beneticia1 r 

under Schedule 
·'l'he' 

en that ratepayer may choose to- take service 
7, accorcUng to, PG&E'. 

oposal has the merit of providing a subsidy to low-
income custo 
otherwi,se 1:1 

rs at a, .lower cost to.,non-participantathan, would. 
It allows ,low-in~oma' ~stomer~ to: ~nefit 
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Tier 1 rate and 85% ot system averaqe rate (SAR)r3 That 
o.itterence is .621 cents per kWh tor electric Tier 1 ana. 6.941 
cents per therm tor qas rates. Assuming average usage ot ~as~line 
quantities, that yields a monthly ~enetit ot$3.32.and $2.28, 
respectively.' 85% of SAR was the maximum Tier 1 rate allowed ~y PC 
coo.e· § 739 prior to, its amenc1ment by sa 987 although PCStE,"s 1"ior 1 
gas rate was 110~ ofSAR. before realignment. PGSE's low-income 
rate proposal woula. set LIBRA. 1'ier1 rates at their former 
statutory relation to SAR. Tier 2 rates, tor low-income ratop~yorz 
would be the same- as for other resioential ratepayers. 

PGScE's. o~jective is to· ensure. that none ot the utility':; 
low-income residenti:ll customers.' monthly electric ancl/or gas bills 
increase as a result of the' Commission's realignment ot Tier 1 ana. 
Tier 2 rates, permitted by SB 987 .. PGSE modified it:;. low-income 
rate proposal in recognition that tlu'eeprimary methods tor 
comp,utinq tbe LIBRA benefit had been introcluced in the record. 
Those include PCScE's own 85,' .. ot SAA methodo,logy, the DAA's 
residential average rate-(RAR) based ,method; and the W's 10% or 
15% o.iscount of average bill method. PG&E recommends that, the 
Commiss·ion, ao.opt one of the three methods for discounting Tic:: 1 
rates. 

Increases in the Tier 1 rate as a percentage of SAR 
appear to be inevitable as a result of realign.'"nont.. 'l'hcre!orc, 't:'c 
maximum benefit under PG&E's methodoloqywould be c~al to the 
difference between the average residential rate (which would ~qual 
the 1'ier 1 rate at the full realignment) and the former 'l'ier 1 rate 
(the rate in existence'before realig'r.me~ Novel'aberl, 1932). PG&E 
recommends the Commission asSess the; .low-income rate discount 
annually in the Energy' Cost:Adjustment Clause (ECAC) .and Annual 

3 Tb.e gas S~consists of the SUln of the utility's system 
average procurement rate and. the system average transport rate. 
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• substantially in two ways:. an equity based waiver 0 meter charges 
and a cost based reduction in bills Clue to- u5aqe 1), tterns·. In 
addition, as a rate design principle, a customer. a choice should 
not ~e titled toward a less cost-based rate sc edule. 

The Assigned commissioner's ruling: in<UeateCl that 
assistance to low-income ratepayers shoulCl consist at a minimum of 
a rate discount and did not preclude co d.eration of a program 
such as the County's. The proposal has the merit of providing a 
potential benefit that exceeds its co The monthly'meter charge 
under the E-7 schedule should be wa ed. for low-income customers. 
Tbe utility should use reasonable fforts to market this option as 
an alternative to the low-income ate d.iscount, particularly where 
the cost of the meter subsidy ,less than the rateaubsidy. 
However, PG&E should not' dive 
administrative budget to thi 
proponent of this proqram·, 

an excessive amount of ita 

Since the County was the 
e county will be expected. to use the 

experience gained" during ts two-year stud.y to assist in 
implementing, this optiooo Based. on the outcome of this trial" we 
may consider expansion, of the,. low-income residential TOO option' for' 
other electric utilit 
B:.. As2minisration 

1 .. 

The uti ities have proposed 'administrative budgets 
consisting of th se elements: general administration, 
certification a d recertification, verification, outreach, billing, 
and billing c ngesoo A great disparity in administrative costs was 
noted in the nterim opin~on, so a workshop, to- examine the 
differences nd the'reasons for such differences in.administrative 
costs was rdered. The respondent utilities were encouraged to
reach: con ensus on the appropriate levelof,a<1ministrative'costs. 
Substan al deviations from that, level of costs: were 'to. be 
ju~ti:f' (.\ .• 

,I,. 
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Cost Adjustment Proceeding (ACAP) proceedinqs, rather than define 
maximum benefit levels at this time~ It points out·th~t PG&E's and 
the ORA's rate proposals are linked to baseline reforln (i~e., the 
su}:)sidy grows as the Tier l/Tier 2. rate differentialshx'inks) While 
a lS'.; discount off the average bill is not directly affected. by 
rate realignment .. 

PGScE proposes that the definition of "low-income" inel1.:de 
ratepayers whose income 'd.oes not exceed lSO!!.; of the te<:leral pove~y 
level. ~his definition is· aeceptable to· PG&E so long as 
verification of eligibility is handled through the DEO uzing the 
Home Encrgy Assistance Prog-ram (HEAP)' criteri~ .. ~ 

Under the proposed arrangement, DEO would notify all 
recipients o't state-administered pub,lic benefit programs. who reside 
in, PG&E'z. serviec territory o't PG&E's low-income rate discount. 

. . . 
Existing applications for the annual HEA? grant.would be moditied 
to ask the applicants it they wish to· be on a low-income rate~ 

PG&E claims that s'ome veritication of elig~'ility is 
needed to avoid. fraud. OEO.would substantiate household inco~e 
level by reviewing the docmnents supplied :by an applicant tor HEAP. 
'rho incremental cost to PG&E of verifying the eligi:cility ot a. 
ratepayer who indicates interest in the low-income diseo~nt on the 
application for HEAP' assistance w·ould be zero.. DEO. would ch~:-;e 
PG&E $i.oo per application to ver.if:i tl'le eligibility o'!, SO:'lconc' -..,ho 

4 DEO' s HEAP program prov;.des yearly direct assistance enceJ:.s to 
help low-incolne customers pay their utility bills_ Ratepaycrs 
quality either :by virtue of :being eligible for public :benefits (~id 
to Families with Dependent Ch.ildren (Atoe) , Supplemental Security 
Income/State Supplemental Payment (SSI/SSP), Veterans' and 
Survivors Pension Benefits, or Food stamps), or:by otherwi~e 
demonstrating a total househo,ld income of no· more than 110!I; ot the 
federal poverty level.. DEC would use.the state of California's 
''Medical Eliqi:bility Data System" (MEDS) to· verify whether .a 
ratepayer or :someone in .. the ratepayer's h.ousehold is a recipient of 
any,o,! the above-listed benefits." . 
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• 'the workshop was held on August lS, 1989. % was chaired 

'c· 

:::.:., 

by the Commission Advisory and Compliance Division CD) staff. 
CACD circulated its draft findinqs and reeommendat ons t~the 
respondent utilities on August l8, 1989'. Common 5 on CACD's Clratt 
and proposed administrative cost.DuClgets, revi ed tocontorm with 
workshop results, were received tromthe uti ties and DRA on 
August 23. CACD tiled its recommendations oncerning the 
appropriate level ot. administrative cost 1989 as 
directed by the Commission .. 
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had not applied for the HEAP program, sul:lject to adjus~ent as the 
ratio of HEAP/LIBRA applicants to HEAP-eligible ratepayers chan9c~. 

PG&E maintains that certification of eligibility should 
be Clone at the start of the proqram, rather than ,after a. fraud 
prOblem has arisen~ 'rhe reason is the cost of recovering the 
discount received by ineligib,le, ratepayers, woulCl be so exccssi vo 
that they could not be justified~ As, a result the intlat.ed cost.s 
of the proqram would never be recovered. 

PG&E es.timates that' about 40!'& of eliqible rate~aye=s 
would participate in the LIBRA program during 'its first year o~ 
operation. One-half of LIBRA ratepayers would have requestee t~e 
rate discount when. they applied for the HEAP progra~. 1~e o~her 

one-half would be beneficiaries of the utility'S direct 
wea~erization programs and PG&E's' o~ outreach efforts", This 
participation rate is expected to grow over time. 

/ 
Based o Xl. an assumed participation rate of 40:'" and 

eligibility set at 150', of. poverty level, PG&E esti~tes 
ad.ministrative costs of $4,,028,331 and 28'4,.7'62: p~rticipants c .. ~=ins /' 
the 'firs·t year .. This· wo'rks out to about $·14 .. 7Sper eli~ible low
income ratepayer. 

Costs of the low-income program would be collected 
through a surcharge on all energy sales except for sale~ u~ec= .. ~ .... ..... -
LIBRA rate, sales macle pursuant to' special co~t·ract.s • .... hic~ provide 
a specific price per unit of ener9Y, and gas throughput 'to utility 
electric generation -(OEG) I cogeneration, anCl wholesale customers. 
With regard to special contracts tor electricity. sales, PG&Ewould 
exempt all sales with a specific price term- that is not indexed to 
the otherwise applica~le tariff rate. As for special contracts for 
gas sales, PG&E would exe~pt only those specific-price volUQes that 
are not included. in the next ACAP's· revenue allocation calculation':' 
The.only such volumes are sales. to enhanced. oil recovery (EOR) 
customers ... 
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~ CACC'a primary conclusion is that most differences in 
administrative costs can be explained. However, the explanat n ot 
utility-by-utilitydifferences is insufficient to determin t 
the appropriate level ot administrative costs is.. Utili es bad. 
not'been using a common definition ot incremental admi 
cost- A common definition of incremental cost shoul be'used, at 
least until the definition can be refined in the c text of a 
reasonableness review of LIRA administrative cos 

For purposes ot bookinq adm1nistrati 
balancinq account~ incremental costs are def ed. as costs resultinq 
from-performing incremental activities whi . would not have been 
incurred absent the LIRA, proqram'.. These ncremental costs must be 

identifiable in accordance with qeneral accepted accounting 
principles and verifiable through gen ally accepted auditing 
standards. in order to- be considered any reasonableness review. 
Accordingly, each utility should e ablish a cost code, subaccount, 
or other identifier appropriate f r its accounting system. to-
segregate and track the increme 1 administrative costs for the 
LIRA program.. meet this wor)cinq 4etinition of 
incremental cost' may be book ,to' the balancing aceount~, even 
though we have not finalize the definition itself. 

Administrative sts varied widely because utilities do 
not treat overhead expen e in a uniform manner ~ some utilities. will 
contract out for some s rv1ces, and estimates, ot eustomer contact 
and participation rat ranged widely .. As a result~ est~tes of 
administrative costs per eligible customer ranged for the large 
utilities trom, PC& s hi9h of $8: ... 15- to SoC4l Gas' low of $1.40. 

The iss e ot overhead expenses, which most utilities had 
not included· in eir initial showings, was discussed. We ~ind ~ 
that labor ove eads should beineluded as anineremental 'eost 
beeause they re part o~ a' ,eontractual package of cnployee 
compensatio which is incurred at an hourly rate. Non-labOr 
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B. ~9ntra costa C9Un1CX 
Contra Costa County, (County) urges the Commission to 

assist low-incometime-ot-use' '(':roO') residential ratepayers by 
either authorizing a percentage 4iscount on their Dill or 
elimination of the monthly m.eter charge. The county's, 
recoI!llnendation was limited to' PG&E,. its serving utility. 'l'he 

county refers to the COml'!'lission's'sug'g'cstion that PG&E examine the 
possibility of offering' "fully paid up" TOU meters to low-ineo:e 
customers at no additional cost inPG&E's 1986 reasonablcnc=s 
review. (0.89-01-012, m.ilneo,., pO' 26 .. ) 

Under PG&E's. main residential electric schedUle" E-1, ane 
its residential TOU schedule, £-7, a ratepayer is indifferent to 
the choice of schedule when'20% of: electric consumption occurs 
during- the on-peak period.. Thus, a customer would realize lower 
electric bills under TOU" rates, than under the-main residential 
schedule if on-peak usage were decreased from 20%~ Assuming 

. " 

consumption of 750 kWh/month and only 5".; of usage occurred on-p~ak, 
a customer would save $23.72 on the TOU, schedule. 'I'he County 
believes that monthly benefits· to, low-income custo~ers in excezz 0: 
the program cost o·f $4.,40 per ratepayer can be attained uncler i-:= 
proposal. The County claims that a low~income 10U rate would 
levcrage ratepayer funds by maximizing the potenti~l savings !o::: 
low-income customers, and would. allow lo-;.,"-incol:c custor.tcrs :Oe~e:i,: 
from TOU rates while reducing' the risk of, higher :Oills. 

In support of its proposal" the County: introduced the 
results of a 2-year Senior Citizen TOO Oemonstration Program it h~d 
conducted with PG&E. The 92 program participants fell' largely 
within the d.efinition of "low income,'" as· about 70% o,f the senio:::: 
had yearly incomes between $·5,,000 and $-15,,000 per' year. Over SO::: 

ot the participants used less than 700 kWh and over 40~ used less 
than 400 kWh per month:. By the e,nd of the program,: about 85% 0:, 
the partieipants had.: altered their consumption patterns-to' cons~e 

, ~, ' .' , 
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~ overheads should not be so included because they have not been 

• 

~ 

shown to· be a mandatory incremental expense. 
~he utilities are expected to, incur both start-up r 

nonrecurring costs and ongoing or recurring costs during is first 
year. ~hese costs must be distinguished in order to,de 
trend tor LXRA administrative costs to,be consolidate with general 
rate case expenses, and to estimate future year a istrative 
costs. An appropriate way to· incorporate adminis ative costs into 
base rate revenue requirement in the general rat case is to· trend 
low-income costs less start~up· costs. 
the utilitie$ characterized theditterence 
ongoing costs as somewhat arbitrary. 

CACO anticipated that administr ive budgets, revised in 
accordance with the abovedetinition of ncremental costs,. would 
nonetheless vary. It proposed several options tor resolving this 
matter. We find the most etficient ternative to be the 
establishment ot a singleX>RA audit team to; perform reasonableness 
reviews tor all utilities. This view should be ongoing during 
the first year in order to- estab ish fairly uniform practices among 
utilities for costs to be boole . as LIRA costs. 'the au4it team 
'should present its recommenda ions in· the annual ~IRA revision 
proceeding. ~his would also assist the utilities to 4istinquish ~ ~ 
non-recurring trom reeurri - costs.-

CACO has found t a tull. review of administrative costs 
s is not possible at this time. Under 

is not possible to· estimate a reasonable 
for the LIRA for each utility. 

and underlying assumpti 
these circumstances, i 
administrative budge 
Administrative budq s cannot be guaranteed rate recovery until 

reasonable. ~us, the utilities should book 
their administra ve expenses t~the LIRA balancing. account 
established· in e interim opinion.. However, unlike the 
residential r e shorttall.,administrative costs must be· reviewed 

eness before they. .'may:- be' recovered, in' . rates. Booked 
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less than 20% on peak. This demonstrates that even low-usage 
customers can benefit from, TOO 'rates, accord.ing to the County. 

The county stressed that the succ:ess:, of such a proqra:-. is 
contingent upon intensive customer educati~n.It su~~ests that the 
utilities could market the low-income discount and. the low-inco:c 
1'0"0' ratesixnultaneously. No, budqet for a ':rO"O' educationproqra::l w~s 
included. in the County's proposal. 
c. ~Qu:thcx:n Califo2;pi;l Gas Com:QiW"l 

Like the other'major energy utili:ties, $(;ICal propo::cd ~ 
monthly bill subsidy designed to ensure that no 10~/-incol:l.e custOtler 
would be adversely affected by the flatteninq of the rc::idential 
rate structure authorized l:>y SB 987. 5. The per them subsidy 
would increase with additional flattening olf the resid.ential rate 
structure. During 1989, the d.iscount woulet be. 3.262 cents per 

, , 

therm plus any additional reduction in the differential authorized 
, I 

in the ACAP. Assuming full Tier 1 usc" the monthly "benefit would 
total $:1.32 per month. The maximum possiblepe.r' the::m subsidy th~t 
would l:>e provided under the proposal,. when $(;ICal achieves a fl~t 
res.idential rate structure,. is 13.648 cents.6 B~sed on the 
current flattening of SoCal's residentialrate,structure,ancl . , 

current rates, the maximum subsidy (i.e. assuming' full usage of a 
customers Ticr' 1 allo~/ance) to· low-income cu~tollers' i:1 Cli::'te Zono 
1 would be $2.02/month during 'the wint~r and$O.62/:!on'th i:1 'the , , ." '. 

summer'. SoCal es:timates that' if ZS~$' o,f eliqible custot'lers 

S. SOCal calculates a subsidy amount equal to the difference 
between the differential'that existed ~etween the RAR and ~azeli:1e 
Crier 1)' rate on October '31,. 1988 and the differential between the 
currently effective RAR and Tier 1 rate. 

'6 S¢Cal correctly defines a flat residential rate structure az 
one wherein the ,difference-between the Tier 1 rate and the average 
res.idential rate is entirely'explained ~y the fact'that residential 
customer charge revenues are credited: against the revenues to ~e 
colIected, from· the baseline rate. , 
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costs will be reviewed to ascertain whether' they are indeed 
incremental or had been provided tor in the utility's base rate • 

2. outreach and Application Process 
We have previously' addressed the issue ot LXRA out each .. 

However, we indicated that more precise requirements tor 
notice would be provided in this decision .. , 
concemingo outreach were raised. at the both the worksh ,on 
administrative costsanc1 the' August 1.4, 1989- workahop on LIRA 

tariff uniformity" als~ chaired by CACD'. This opin n resolves 
those issues .. 

All respondent utilities shall ~ke th availability ot 
the LIRA proqram known with each request tor u lity service, as 
socal Gas, SOG&E~ and PG&E have proposed to' This is aeost
etfective way to notify ratepayers.. Many 0 these ratepayers will 
be new to the utility's service territory an4 will not have 
received any notice of the proqra2ll via, e bill insert. 

The interim opinion had requ ed the bill notice to 
includ.e a form w ••• which cou14 be re edwith bill payment t~ 

• I .," 

apply tor the proqram .... W This ena les the ratepayer to apply tor 
the LIRA rate- at the same time as epays hi~ utility bill. OUr 
intent was to, make it,convenien to apply for the LIRA rate. If 
the utility provided an appli ion in, the torm of a postage pai4 
selt-mailer with the monthly ill, that application would be as 
convenient as the applicati n retumedwith pa}'lDent. A utility may 
offer this alternative it tis less costly than the tormer means 
of collectinq applicati forms .. 

It was noted that the utilities' initial bill notices are 
in English only. No ces were not ordered in other languages 
because it was ass ec:1 that the utilities- are aware of the language 
needs of their o ratepayers, and that multilingual bill notices 
would, be printe. ,We ACjree with'workshop participants that 
mul:tilin9\1al n tices'shoul.d"be ,issue4 durinq:the,bil1inq,cyele 

-. -,14 -
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• which beg-ins ilnmediately after December 1, 1989. '!'hereafter, 
bill notices shall be multilingual. 

• 

• 

As part of the monitoring proqram ordered ~y the 
opinion, the utilities are to show how minority and non-En 
speaking ratepayers are appropriately representedamonq __ .~ 
participants. Some ot the utilitie~ proposed at the w rkshopthat 
the LIRA application request optional age and racial information. 
This is unacceptable to the commission. A request or. racial 
information on an application tor benetits, conte ed on the ~asis 
ot income, whether optional or not, is irrelev t t~the issue ot 
eligibility at ~est.. At worse, it intimidate applicants, is a 
deterrent and is an invasion ot privacy. same can be said tor 
age information. The Commission shOUld no condone this practice. 
Moreover, no reliable conclusion. can be awn trom data culled from 
optional responses, particularly since uring the course ot the 
evidentiary hearings, the utilities r eated that demographic 
intormation on their ratepayers was ot available. The better way 
to collect information responsive 0 the Commission's expressed 
concern is tor the utilities to' nduct a demographic survey of 
their entire ratepayer populati n, and to collate data on LIRA 
participants out ot that pool f responses. However, we are not 
ordering such a comprebensivsurvey at this time .. 

It was proposed the. workshop- that ratepayers be 
required to provide their. social security numbers on their LIRA 
application form. The terim opinion auth~rized utilities to 
dratt application to sUbstantially similar to- 'the. one Edison 
introduced in its te timony. It does not request a social security 
number. . Provision t one's social security number is not a 
prerequisite tor tility service. The re~irement that LIRA 
applicant.s prov Cie their social security numbers was. never 
mentioned,. on . utilities. ar~ tOo c~~orm-.with:_-the . interim 
order~,'·· 
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~he administrative budget for this proqran was estimated 
to t,e approximately $1.,65, :million., 'rhis does not include the co::;t 
of verification. By contrast, the administrative cost for 
Commission-authorized demand side manaqement'proqr~s for 1989 are 
projected to' be $13.5- million. 

SoCal proposes to recover the costs of this progra~ 
throuqh a flat monthly surcharge on the account of each non
pa~icipating core customer. Cu:r:rently, the surcharge ·,.,ould ra:':.~e 

from S cents to 40 cents per month,. depending on low-income 
ratepayer participation. SOCal observes, that sa 9$7 pt:ohibits t.he 
Commission from imposing the cost of the program on only one C:~~Z 
of customers. It believe:: that programs that exclusively bene::i-d 

, I 

residential customers should be funded exclusively by residential~, 
customer::. As a compromise, SO.Cal proposes to levy the surc~arqo 
on core customers. Funding of the LIBRA program by non-core I 

customers would violate cost-based rate design principles, 
according to SOCal. SoCal proposes that the Conunission aut.h.ori:ei , ' 

it to· establish a balancing account to reconcile expected 
, , 

differences, in the timing between proqram tunding and. cost 
incurrence. 
D. SN§tE 

Pursuant to' O~S3-10-062 (the int.erim opinion i~ thiz 
proceeding) soeSet decreased its Tier 2' electric r~-:ec, e!foct:ivc 
Novenil::Jer 1, 1933';. with no corresponding increase to the Tier 1 
rate. As ordered by' 0.88-l2-085" its 'rest tear 1939 General Rate' 
Case decision, SDG&E. decreased non-baseline electric rates by 13% 
and baseline rates by 1%, thus achievin;substantial realiqrunent of 
electric rates. currently, SDG&E"s electric' 'l'ier l. rate is 9"~ of 
its system. average rate, whereas it was·S5-% prior to baseline 
reform.. 

SOG&E proposes to, establish anew 'rier 1 rate for low
income customers wh.ich will keep them economically ind.ifferent to, 

, " l 

rate realignment., SOG&E proposes that· no, electric LIBRA tariff be 
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.' The following miscellaneoua observations clarify 
intent on issues raised at the CACO-chaired,worksbop, or 
necessitated by today's adoption of benefit levels: 

We note that only PG&E, and PP&L,. if PP&L, ba concludec! an 
agreement with Department ot Economic ~portunity ( 
authorized to use a two-step application process. 

The interim, opinion had authorized the expend.iture of 
$1.00 per eligible customer for certification DEO. PG&E 
currently estimates $1.67 maximum average un 
applications beyond the first two months ot 
'rhis revision is, incorporated in the util 
administrative budgets,. listed in Append 
c. lmplGm)'totism ot LXBA RAte 

1. )dIM Taritf 

cost tor processing 
e LIRA program. 

proposed. 

'rhe LIRA. rate of the respondent utilities' 
residential rates in effect on Nov mber 1, 1989, :becoming effective 
on November 1, 1989. 'rhe LIRA r e will be revised each time the 
main residential energy rate of a respondent utility is changed so 
that the LIRA. rate is maintai d at 8-5% of the main residential 
rate. That rate includes 'Xi r l. and Tier 2' rates as well as any 
applicable monthly custome charge. 

RA rate can be calculated today. 
However, the LIRA rate subject to change as residential rates 
change as a result of ending Energy Clause Adjustment Clause 
(ECAC) and Annual Cos Allocation Proceeding (ACAP) d.ecisions. 

A separat LIRA tariff schedule with special cond.itions 
of service will ma e LIRA eligibility criteria, clear and' aid' in 
en~orcement: exp ite revisions to· the LIRA proqram and. the LIRA 

rate:: and help acb. utility trac)c the nwnber of its ratepayers on 
le. 

We aetail the,terms of the advice letter filing ordered 
in the' int im opinion'as tollows: Each of·the respondent 

ill tile by ,advice letter" effective septe1Zlber 17, 1989, 

- 16- -
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authorized at this time since SOG&E's, current Tier 1 electric rates 
are 1% lower than the Tier 1 rates in 'effect prior to baseline 
reform.. 

SOG&E woulci implement a rate ciiscount for electric 
}:)aseline ,rates at such time as }:)aseline electric rate:: increase 
above those in effect }:)efore Novem}:)er 1, 1988. SDG&E would 
establish a '''benchmarkbaseline rate'" to assure that low-inco::e 
customers are inciifferent to rate realignment. Tl'li::: woulci be the 
higher of either the Tier 1 rate in effect, before baseline rc!o=:l 
or a Tier 1 rate set at 8$~~ of 'system average.. In the case o! gas 
rates, the benchmark would consist of a Tier 1 rate set at 35' .. ot 
SARwith the TURN baseline,allowance adjustment ap~lied. The 
monthly qas· LIBRA benefit,. based on pro,j'ected average Tier 1 usage, 
woulo. total $4 •• 12 • 

SDG&E woulo. o.efine as "low-income" ratepayers whose 
income does not. exceeo. l30~.; of the federal' poverty guicielines. It 

cites the HEAP- program's reliance on eligib·ility for MOe" SSIjSS?, 
Fooo. Stamps r or in the alternative,. annual househo,lci incoI:le no more 
than l30:'.; of fecierally establsheo. poverty guidelines in support o! 

, , , 

its position. In order to limit the eost of this program, SDG&E 
proposes a ceilinq funo.ing level baseo. on the maximUl:1 amount 0:: 
rate realignment possible under current rates'and the cu=rer.t 
estimate of quali'f;ring 1 ow';' income custo~crs. This would a::our.t to 
58 cents per month, baseci on typical residential consu:::Iption. 
SDG&E has no empirical evidence of the tolerance of non-participant 
ratepayers for LIBRA proqram costs,. 

The ceiling ineluciesthe rate subsidy, relateo. 
ac1ministrative expenses, and existing authorize~ iow-income 
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taritt sheets setting forth the LIRA rate and conditions of sa ice 
under a separate LIRA schedule in a form similar to that pro 
DY Edison. Revised pages will be drafted for the sUbmeter 
schedules, PG&E's E-7 sc:hedule,.and in the appropriate itf to 
provide the LIRA. rate to Daseline med.ical allowances. ch utility 
will also prepare an application form and a list of tailed 
procedures to, be used by the utility in soliciting d processing 
ratepayer applications for the LIRA rate. These 11 be sUbmitted 
to. the CACD staff for review and. approval., 'l'be roposed, form of 
ratepayer notice will lilcewisebe submitted. to the Commission's 
Public Advisor. 

A low-income allowance will be e tor qualified. 
ratepayers on PG&E's TOO' schedule. 
charge,. currently $4.40,. will be waived. These revenues will be 

recovered along with other LIRAproqr costs. contra Costa County 
was the proponent of this form of lowineome assistance. Its 
recommendation was based on a study here customer ed.ucation was . 
largely handled by the county. PG will not, be required to. 
publicize the availability of '1'0 meters and the waiver of the 
monthly meter charge in its LI That would. 
most likely create, customer co tusionand. a greater administrative 
burden than necessary to get therwise qualified ratepayers on the 
LIRA pr09'ram. However, the IRA waiver of monthly meter charge 
Dust be disclosed to: all a plicants for residential 'rOO' service. 
The participation rate i the LIRA'l'OTJ option will be reviewed in 
the LIRA revision proee and improvements ineustomer notice 

The respo entutilities are authorized. t<> collect LIRA 
costs through a au eharqe.. LIRA program costs' include the rate 
discount,. admin! ati ve costs" .and. an allowance' tor tranchise fees 
.and. uncollectib s, on administrative costs. Duet<>the incremental 
nature. of IRA program. at· ,this time,.'LIRA a~inistrat1ve costs '" 

I .', 
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programs. 7 Administrative expenses tor the low-income rate 
assistance program .are projected at $230',300. 1'0 accommodate 
future chang'es tOg'eneral rate levels, this.ceiling' would be 
implemented as a percent of retail revenues.. This. amounts to .7% 
of retail electric revenues and' 1 .. 7% o·f gas retail revenues, 
excluding non-core customers. This is :based on qualifying criteria 
set at 130% of federal poverty guidelines.,. and would amount to 
155,000 electric customers al:"ld 100,000 gas customers. 

SCG&E proposes that its rate subsidy pro9'ra~ be fundee by 
all customers covered by balancing-accounts. That would include 
all electric customers under the Electric:: Revc:'l.1.::e AC.just:ncnt 
Mechanism (EF..AM) balancing account. and all core gas cuzto~ers. 
SOG&E proposes that non-core gas customers :be excludecl. Non-core 
sales, represent 60'$ of gas clepartment sales.. Within the non-core 

, . 
class .9S% of the sales are for OEGand coqeneration. SCG&E would 
also- exclucle special contract sales under eontracts which provide a 
specific priee per unit of energy. Finally, .baseline sales to low
income customers . would be excluded. SDG&E proposes to allocate the' 
su.bsidy pursuant· to· the Equal Percentagcof Ma:-ginal Cost(~P:1C) 
method tor eleetricproqram co:!::ts,. and ona cent per thcrtt b~sis 
for gas program CQsts •. 

A balancing account woul~ ~c usee to track a~i~i=~r~~ivc 
and other program expenses. Coorclination of tho :;u:Ozi~y wi'th 
upd'ates in utility sales. forecasts, :t:evenuerequirement.s, revenue 
allocation, and .. rate design WOUld, best ):Ie ,acco~plished i!th.e costs 

7 The 10w-incQme programs authorized in SDG&E's 1939 General 
Rate Case include the Energy Education for Low Inco~e (EELI) and 
Special Needs at a total annual cost of $·550,000. The 
administrative expenses for .SDG&Ers Direct Weatherization 
Assistance,. Low-Income Refriqerator Rebate,. and EELI programs 
totaled $541,.319. Th.e participation levels in 1933 were az. 
follows: OWA', • .:4%, LIRR'.C:6%. SCG&E'.s 1989.qoal for EELl is 20,000 
customers" or 'roughly.' 2'% o,t resid:ential. customers." . 
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increase revenue requirement. An allowance'~or franchise fees an~ 
uncollecti~les should be include~ in the LIRA surcharge to recov. r 
this incremental increase in revenue requirement. 

~he actualsurcharqe to, collect ~orecasted LIRA c ts 
will be calculated in the utilities' upcoming rate change 
proceedings. ~e necessary billing determinants and ges in the 
residential rate will be adopted. in those proceedings 'Appendix A 
to- this clecision lists LIRA rates, ~orecasted. sales administrative 
bud.gets, proceedings with which to. coordinate, an other ~actors te
be used- in calculating the LIRA surcharge. Ap dixA includes the 
utilities' estimates of first year achuinistra ve expenses plus 
other elements, of ,the surcharge which appear., in, the record., Also, 

, 'I 

Appendix A lists the proceedings which wil yield each utility'S 
rate changes. 

RA. surcharge,' in the rate Following calculation of, the 
change proceedings listed in Appendix 
should file by advice letter a tari 
to- ,recover the cost of the LIRA pr 

, each respon~ent utility 
establishinqa LIRA surcharge 

am, consistent with the' terms 
of this order. 

~he LIRA surcharge is the forecast of LIRA costs divided 
by the forecast volume of non- xempt sales,ot electricity" or the 
forecast volume of non-exemptransported gas, as discussed below. 
~he surcharge shall be col cted on all non-exempt sales of 
electricity and all non-e empt transportation ot natural gas 
commencing with ~e ne utility rate decision for which notice has 
been provided ratepaye s pursuant to, Public Utilities CPO) Code 
§ 454.. the surcharge sball be booked to- the LIRA 
:balancing account,. ich was' authorized, in the interim opinion, to 

offset LIRA costs. 
~he LIBurcharge shall be included in non-exempt rates. 

ourexperience as shown ,that energy-ratepayers are frequently 
contused, or i tated ,with the item,ization, of surcharges Which 
excessively omplicatethe bill,'and,:lead to: additional, and costly 
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and benefits of this program were reviewed in the ECAC and ACAP 
proceedings. 
E. 5.9Uthern..calit9rnia Egison Co. 

Southern California Edison (EQison) proposes to discount 
the ~ier 1 rate paiQ by qual if yin; customers by the amount needed 
to rec1uce the Tier 1 rate to'Ss.% of SAR. The low-income household 
whose monthly consumption is at or below the applicable bas¢lin~ 
allowance woul~ receive a bill equal that which it would have 
received without the realignment of the Tier l/'l'ier 2' rates. If 
the ho\!sehold excoeded'the.baseline allocation,. the maximU:'l 
baseline rate discount would apply, plus the already 10·,.,e:- Tic::' 2 
rate which has resulted from baseline reform.' Under, Edison's 
proposal, full ':tier 1 usage in its most populous :baseline zone 
would result in a $0.69 per lUonth decrease' to a lo'",-inco'J:Ic 
ratepayer's bill. 

Edison proposes to· define low-income household$ as those 
whose income is no greater than 130% of federal poverty quidolines. 
This, criteriQn was selected ~ecause it is used to esta~lish 
eligibi~ity for the existing federal/state funded Enerqy Crisis 
Intervention Program and Edison Winter Energy Assistance Fund. 
Edison estimates that about 16%' ot residential households .in its 
service territo:::y will quality for the proqra:'l. unde:' i":o propos~l. 
At a 15,0S'.; of federal poverty guiQ,cline level, about. 251• or 850,.000 
households wO'l.lld qualify, resulting in a reycnue ilUpact ot about 
$950,000 under Edison's lUethodology and adlninistrative cos.ts of 
$1~?5 million during the' first 12 months.. Costs could. grow to as 
much as $S7 million as Edison moves toward full EPMC revenue 
allocation and a lower baseline/non-:basclinc rate di!ferential~ 
Edison proposes that sales to· customers with competitive 
alternatives ~e exempted from bearinq any cost of the low-income 
subsidy program. These include all those on self-generatiQn 
deferral rates and other'special.contracts. 
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inquiries to customer service representatives. However, 
that there is a need. in this pr~am to- inform non-part 
ratepayers what they are contributing t~ this program Thus, we 
request the utili ties.. and. DRA.,. in workshops chaired· y CACO, to· 
discuss methods for informing non-participants of e cost of this 
program .. 

3. Brosions to LIRA Rate ADd Surcharge 
Revisions to the :t.IRA. rate and sur rge will oecur 

annually in the preceeding wherein the util ty"s residential rate 
is revised.. In the ease of the large ene utilities, this would 
be the ECAC or ACAPproeeeding_ . In the . 
utilities, this would be the attrition or other cost offset 
proceed.inq. 

Revision of the LIRA sur rge will take int~ account 
changes in ratepayer participatio levels, residential rates, 
baseline allowances, average '1'i 1 and. Tier 2 usage,. numbers of 
eligible households, sales for casts and other factors.. We note 
that the ULTS eligibility cr eria are revised in February of each 
year, when the tederal pric index is revised. .. L~e119ibility 

criteria should also chanq' each February to maintain consistency 
with the tTLTS criteria. y ditferencebetween surc:l:iarge revenues 
and' actual LIRA pr09'ram costs will be reconciled- in the annu.a1 LIRA 
revision proceed.inq· •. 
D.. Cost RecSOO'xy 

The inter ~ opinion authorized. balancing account recovery 
for all LIRA bene ts and administrative cost~. Respondent 
utilities were a orized to' book actual program expenses.and 
actual revenues received. under the LIRA, proqram. The balance in 
the. L.IRA. acco t will be amortized in the· LXRA surcharge. as part of 
the LIRA ro. revision.. Because we. have provided :for balancing 

requirement·is. adopted· in this 
, ':" I' " 
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Edison ~elieves that total program costs should ~e capped 
at .S% of its present rate revenues. In the event th~t this li~it 
is reached., Edison would. raise the low-income 'rier 1 rate to a 
level to keep the total s~sidy from exceeding .5:'$ of present rate 
revenues.. Based on 1989 estimated sales, the pr09ra:n ceiling ·,.,Ol.lld 
:be $30.9 million. 

Edison would notify all residential cu~tomers of this 
program annually via a ~ill insert ciescri=,inq this progra~. 
Customers would establish their 'eligibility by returning a sig':l(!cl 
ApplicatiQn and Declaration (Application) form to Edison. No 
annual renewal would be required... Customers would :be required 'tQ 
notify Edison whon they no lcm,qer meet eligibility requiremen'ts .. 
'rhe Application would authorize verification by the utility at its 
Qption and rebilling of accounts where the customer was· found,not 

. . , 

to:be eligible. 'rhe utility would verify ona random }:lasis when. 
conditions indicate that such random checks are cQst-effective. 

In the short term, Edison proposes to allow the 
undercollection in base rate rev:enue to flow through and to, cha:ge 
administrative eosts as negative revenue to· the EP.A."'1. This would 
recover the s\ll:Jsic9.y from all cus·tor.ters sUbject to· the Electric 
Revenue Adjustment Billing Factor (ERAB'F) on an equal,-cerits-por kWh 
basis. 'rhis· would continue at leastun'til Edison"s next gener~l , 
ra te case proceeding ': .. 
F. paciticJ:oweLa,,~ 

Pacific Power & Light (PP&L) originally sought to ~e 
exempted from the Commission's· implementation of a low-income 
assistance program. It now concurs that S2 Sa7 mandates the 
establishment Q,! an assistance proqraIn, but points out that the 
bill has no deadline for compliance~ PP&L requests that 
implementation of a rate discount program of assistance' be 
postponed tor its, eust'oxners. It reeommends that the c01nll'l.ission 
consider this issue, in PP&L's ge~eral rate' case fi'ling, which ~ill 
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Since we cannot find that the utilities' proposed 
administrative budqets are reasonable,. the utilities are not 
9Uaranteed recovery of all booked: administrative expenses. 
Estimates of administrative cost incorporated in the sux:cha.rqe 
pursuant to-Appendix A are nonetheless subject to reasonablene 
review. Once the reasonable level of recurring LIRA adminis ative 
costs has been established in a LIRA revision proceeding" oae 
costs should be trended and incorporated in the utility' base 
rates. Coincident with eaCh utility's general rate ea e eycle" the 
utility should propose to, include the cost of admini ring the 
LI~ program in its administrative and'qeneral e 

L1~ costs will be collected on a vol tric rather than 

on 4 flat-customer charge basis. This method w s favored by DRA, 
TORN., and all utilities. except SoCA1.. A vol tric' charge is more 
consistent with S8 98:7, which reqaired that rogram costs not be 
borne by a single ratepayer class. 

It is possible to' collect the RAsurcharge for gas 
utilities on volumes of either qas sol or gas transported by the 
utilities. While PG&E favored a char e based, on throughput, SDG&E 
would impose the charge only on gas old.. There are qoO<1' arc;JUlnents 
to- support both positions. A tr port-based rate would affect 
non-core transportation customer who-are not already exempt 
because of their UEG, cogen, 0 ~olesale status. It Was mentioned 
that this incremental surcha e could lead to bypass of the utility 
system by transportation However, a sales based 
surcharge would be hiqher one based on transportation volumes. 
It this higher rate wer imposed on all utility sales, non-core 
customer& may react by' proeurinq their own qas supplies. This 
sales, bypass would r ult in the core customers Shouldering most, 
if not all, of the IRA proqram costs. We have decided against 
this scenario. M eover, consistent with our decisions 
restructuring th . gas- industry,i>G&E:"s. core and" non-core portfolio-

.., . 

rates· reflect of! gas. supplies _ Ther~tore, LXRA. 

e· 
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be s~mitted in Oecember 1989. Thus, PP&L is proposing a monthly 
benefit of $0.00 at tnis time. 

The grounds for postponement include the inability of 
PP&L's customers to tolerate rate increases·. This nas forced the 

utility to forgo, approximately $6,.8 million in annual revenues as 
part of its Rate Stabilization Pro9'ram,. according t~' PP&L's 
witness. PP&L claims that by foregoing this rate increase, it is 
providing low-income ratepayers a subsidy approximately, equ~l to 
the difference between the current and pre-realignment Tier 1 rate. 
PP&L will not raise rates- although it has experienced al:lout $5 
million of unanticipated. plant investment that was· not considered 
in its 198·6 general rate c.ase.. Moreover, the utility is faced with. 
competition from alternate fuels .. 

PP'&L, is concerned that the Commission ~y apply unifor:t 
assistance standards to all' California jurisdictio,na,l ut.ili~ies. 
In particular, it would Object to the Commission's usc of the OLTS. 
criteria. PP&L described the income charac~eristics of its 
residential population.. Using. figures provided: by PP&L1s'witncss, 
it appears that the median 1983 household. income in PP&I,/s service / 
territory w~s rou9'hly $18,750. 'the statewide mod.ian hOU~Chold 
income was $29,400.. Approximately 30% o·f PP&L.'s California 
r~tepayc:::,s may q\1illify for the LIBRA. program under an eliqiJ:!ility 
criteria of l50~ of federal'poverty g'uidelinc. Thc'\:.tility fe~::::; 

that any surcharge to, fun~ a low-income assistance pr09ram will 
have a significant adverse impact on its customers. 

PP&L's primary recommendation is that the Commission 
should. consider its Rate Sta:bilization Program. as an assistance 

. ' , 

program. If this is not acceptablc,then PPuL wishes: the 
" 

commission to' adopt a pro9ram along itsreco:::m.ended. l£nes, but to 
I . '!I', , 

postpone implementation ot, the program until,: i after ' full . 
consideration of PP&Ils :financial posture in,~:its', Deeelnber 1939 

,: ' i: 
qeneral rate case (GRC).. I, 

I 
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~ surcharges for the gas utilities should be assessed on transported 
volumes of qas .. 

• 

The followinq customer classes will be exempted, from 
~IRA, surcharqe: existinq special contraetswhicb state a spec 
rate, utility electric generation (UEG) gas customers, cogen at ion 
gas customers, Wholesale qas and· electric customers, and '¥J.I..Aa.u 

oil recovery (EOR) qas customers. thQse customers'are 
from funding the LIRA program because of special cir 
such as contractual obliqations of the utility, the 
double paying, or statutory requirements.. Low-in me sales will 
also be exempt because the LIRA proqramwill 4i ount such usage. 
street lightinq will also be exempt because s service is 
ultimately paid for by taxpayers" who will ready contri])ute to 
the LIRA. program as ratepayers. 

'the interim opinion provided LIRAa4ministrative 
costs will be allocated between gas electric operations in the 
same proportion as gAS and electric oqramdiacounts,. but did not 
specify where that allocation shou ~ occur. Allocation should 
occur in the ECAC proceedings of e combined· utilities .. An 
allowance for franchise fees a 'uncollectibles will be made after 
the allocation of administra ve'costs occurs. 

Most of the part s recommend allocation of electric LIRA 
program costs on a cents er-kWh basis. SDG&E advocated allocation 
based on Equal Percenta e of Marqinal Cost (EPMC).. The EPMC 
methodolOCJY is not ap 
has a functionality 

opriate because it assumes that every cost 
t allows its, incurrence to be attributed to 

a class of ratepay rs. Moreover, allocation on a per XWh basis is 
more cons;l.stent th the goal of minimizing' the burden on'any one 
class of ratep ers. There~ore, costs of the eleetricLIRA program 
sbouldbe col ected on an equal cents per-kWh basis. 
E. 

e interim opinion requires ,the respondent:'utilities to 
cO,operate with CACO· ill its annual monitorinq of tbeLIRA. proqram~ 
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The low-income assistance proqram would provide a 

discount to Tier :1. rates equal to the difference :Detween PP&I..':: 
pre-realiqnment Tier:1. rate fromPP&I..'s current Tier 1 rate. PP&I.. 
had no specific recommendations on low-income eliqi:Dility criteria. 
It :believes that at least 50% of its eligible low-income. population 
would siqn up for the program and that hiqher-than~averaqc 
participation will :be rea.lized due to'. the active low-income 
organizations in the service territory. PP&L proposes that OEO 
certify eligibility. It estimates that a~out $50,000 of its 
$200,000 administrative costs would beu::ed for certification & 
verifieation o,! eligi:Dility. 

PP&L has no fuel cost adjustment meehanism, and has 
requested the Commission to eliminate its. ERAM mechanism. It seeks 
authorization to· estab'li~h a elefened de~i t account system that 
would track program costs. 'rhe company's surcharge amounts and 
subsidy payments would ~eupdated with each year's attrition filing 
and its general rate case filings. DRA. accepts the' cor.pany's 
proposal for handlin9, annual updates., in its' attrition filing and 
recommends review of the. reasonableness, of administrative expenses 
in each. GRC. 
G~ CP mttional 

CP National would utilize ORA's proposal toi~plc:cn~'~ 
'low-income assistance progr~:n with one' exeeption. Inctead ot ~ lO~s 
of RAR minimum d.iscount tor CP National" the util,i ty rcco=end::a 
minimum ~enefit equivalent to' 6% of'RAR discounted otf ba~elinc. 
This would result in a $.1.81 per month :benefit.. CP National 
~elieves its ratepayer :base,. of which. 62% is residential usage 

. . 
justifies this difference. CP National states that. application of 
the lO'.$ RAR minimum would. result in a "significantly' higher" 
average surcharge on non-participants than the surcharge on other 
utilitie$I' non-participant ratepayers. 

Based on its use of self-certification· to determine the 
, . . '. 'I' 

eligibility of its telepho~e ratepayers for ULTS,. CP National 
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Given the results ot the workshop ordered by the 
CACD's monitorinq role should include evaluation ofacm1:~.ltl~at 
cost expenditures and the reasonableness of utility effort in 
of the ratepayer participation rates. achieved· .. · CACD' should 
evaluate the possibility of· j:oint outreach with 
utilities. 
Findings Of PA~ 

1. Assistance to· low-income energy r~~el~a~ 
provided throuqh a 15% discount to· both the 
rates, as well as any applicable monthly .el>.~~fi customer 
charqe, within the residential rate ~~~g~4~ •• ~ beeause this will 
confer a meaninqful level of benefits to class of ratepayers 
which has ~en targeted for rate subsidy 
participation by.eliqible ratepayers, 
or .1'ier l/T:i.er 2 rates to· proceed in 
accelerated pace .. 

·will encourage 
. will enable realignmont 

equi ta))le manner, and at an 

2. Tier 2, as well as Tier ': rates should :be discounted by 
15%~ in order to· avoid. the, Q.:a.P~l7,7J.T..Y between these two rates which 
led to' the high-bill problems tatinq· baseline reform· in the 
tirst place. 

3. A LIRA proqram.. d be available to, qualifying low-
income energy ratepayers 

4. The 15% on residential rates is the most 
reasonable way ot g~CV~LQJ.nq assistance to, low-income ratepayers at 
this time because a substantial portion ot baseline 
beneti ts to low-.n~JV1J,I~e customers., provides. a significant,. rather 
than symbolic, 1 ot benetits, and is cost-ettective in 
minimizinq ve overhead. 

s.. 's RAR. method is.. the most reasonable means, ot 
calculating 
because it 

. impact ot baseline reform ,on low-income ratepayers 
isolates and quantities.the::d1fterence.inTier 1 

tro~ the flattening the· Tier 1I'Tie:r' 2 . 

, . 
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recomlllends either self-certification for LIBRA program applicants 
or the us~ of social service ag~neies to screen applicant:;. 

CP :t.Ta'tional's primary proposa~ for recovery of LIBRA 
program costs would ~e to, add those costs, to the :base cost amount 
of CP National's supply adjustment mechanism (SAM) :balancing 
account.. It would. not ol:lj,ect to using a new :bala.."lcing account tor 
cost recovery with respect to, this 'program., In the absence of a 

, . ' " 

sched.uled rate case,_ CP National recownends, use o,f itsrezponze to 
theALJ data request to calculate,' LIBRA program costs~, Those co:::;ts 
would be entered in abalaneing account, to,:be reviewed at the ne~ 

, ' 

general rate case. 
'the residential tariff of CP National's Needles Ois'trict 

retains a lifeline allowance pursuant, to· former PO Code § 739. 
Hence, there were no 'tier 1 rates to adjust in 0.88'-10-062. Since 
SB 987 requ'ires a proqram assistance to- low-income energy 
ratepayers, without exception, ,an appropriate program should :be 
authorized for the Needles District~ 
B. southwest' Qs 

Southwest Gas proposes to set Tier 1 rates, at their prc
realignment level'. cux:rently authorized test year billing 
determinants and pri:rnary,residential class revenue requiremen-: 
would. be used to, calculate aLIA (Low-IncoI:le Assis-;anc~) rate as 
857& of SAR, as • .... as done prior to baseline re!oQ. The LI:6AA rOl~~ 
would ~e, re.calculated when class revenu,e requir~ents change. The 
revenue shortfall would be :booked into a se.parate, interest-:bcaring 
account for future,recovery. ~he ~alance would ~e collected on a 
cents per-them basis ,from all non-low-income sales, ,excluding 
speci",l contract sales .. , 'I'ho" LIAAccount:balance WOUld, ~e adj'usted 
annually along with SW Gas' CFA, PGA.: and SAM accounts in nor::nal 
of,fs,et filings ~ Determination of eligibility should :be done bYi a 

, , 

local community service aqency, rather than/the utility. The 
Commission might' verify elig,ibility of high-vol~e ratepayers. A 

, ' 

cap on the amount' of, subsidy:to,O.2S-%-O'.5', of total revenue is 
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6-. LIRA rates will not be available to unmetered consume 
because their energy bills are bundled"'with their rent and th . ,. .. . . 

no way to entoree' a pass throuqh ot the LIRA, discount to, th 
consumer. 

7. Contra CostA county#s proposal to. exempt qual ying low
income ratepayers trom the monthly meter charge tor r idential TOU 
rates is a reasonable way o~ leveraging costs to no participants 
to provide greater potential benetits to. low-inco 
should be adopted tor PG&E., 

8. Eligibility criteria tor the LIRApr gram, .will change at 

the same time as revisions to t1LTS criteria e ordered'by the 
Commission. 

9. Utilities should notity their stomers ot the LIRA 
proqram as approved today in English . in other languages as 
appropriate to, their ratepayer popul ion via bill notice issue4 in 
the billing· eycle immediately foll :Lng Dece1Dber 1# 1989'. 'rbe 

electric and combined utilities S ould circulate the multilingual 
bill notice during the bill 'eye commeneing, two months betore the 

summer peak. All utilities a uld· advise each applicant tor 
utility service ot the avail ility ot the LIRA rate,. as this will 
notify those who have not en notified through the bill notice. 

10. The interim opi ion deseribed an appropriate application 
form. The utilities sh ld not request intormation" whether 
optional or not" whie ,was not sought by the approved application 
form. 

11. am costs consist ot LIRA benetits,. defined as 
eon the main residential rate andtbe LIRA rate 

times LIRA rate onsumption, LIRA administrative cost, ane! an 
allowance tor t anchiae tees ane! uncolleetibles on LIRA
administrative cost. 

12'. 'l'h. utilities should forecast a LIRA, cost tor the first 
,tactor~ shown in'Append!xA and using rates resulting 
rate, change decision. 

23 
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ao.vocated. Although SW Gas wishes to extend LIA progra~ ~ene!its 
to residents of master meter mobilehome par~, it cannot guarantee 
that a landlord will pass the discount through. It opposes 
providing' LIBRA :benefits to,non-pe.rmanent residents. 
I. Weste:m H9bil~HolD~soeiA:tion 

Western Mo~ileho~e Association (WMA) supports'the concept 
of a. program 0·£ assistance to·. low-income ratepayers. WMA csti~t:ee 
that on a statewide :bazis,. ~O'.lt 19% ot all mob.il~ home ho-..:.::cholc.:z 
have annu.al ir.comes at 12S!.; or less of the fed.eral poverty level. 

WMA will recommend that all owners of su):)metered parks 
cooperate with the utilities,' outreach efforts and will help 
explain the program's revised :billing requirements to park ownc=c 
and to, companies that provide sul:>meter':billinq services. However, 
WMA' is, opposed to an~t requ·ircmcnt that park, owners be rcsponsi:Ole 
for soliciting, qualifyinq, or certifying' residents for the 
prog'ram. • . 
J. ~vj.s.ion 2+ Ra.t~ay;crAd.vgeaj:e~, 

~he Commission's DiVision of Ratepayer Advocates (ORA) 

recommends that the LIBRA proqram consist of a rate discount b~s~e 
on the relationship of the baseline rate to the RAR prior. to the 

I 

rate rcialignment r , with a xninium ~enefit of' 10!':' o'f FAR and no, cap on' 
pro9ram. costs. 

ORA recommends the usc of RAR over SAR in or~er to avoid 
any impact on the level of subsidy resultin~ from changes in a . 
company"s customer l:'Jase or cost structure that do not othel:"Nise 
have any effect on the ,alignment o,t residential rates. OM 

proposes to discount the difference l:>etween the current ~ier 1 rate 
(with customer charge) and the rate that would have l:'Jeen inef~ect 

:based on the pre-realignment ratio' ,of 'rier 1 to RAR o·ff' the 
participating customers' l:>aseline rate. 

According to' ORA,. a minimum discount of 10% of P..AR is 
necessary to make ,the LIBRA-program. worthwhile aeb:ninistrati·,ely and 

, , .. . 
to encourage participation at the. ·outset. o·f th.e. proqra:rn... '1'he ORA ' 
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13. A LIRA surcharge shall be authorized in the next utility 
rate change decision for which notice has been provided·to 
ratepayers pursuant to PO Code § 454. The LIRAsurcharqe is 
forecast of LIRA costs divided· by the forecast volu:me of non 
sales of electricity, or the forecast volume of'non-exap 
transported gas, as the case may be.. The surcharge aha be 

collected on all non-exempt sales of electricity and. 1 non-exempt 
transportation of natural qas ... · Revenues from the a charge shall 
be booked to the LIRA balancing account to· offset costs. The 
allocation of LIRA administrative costs between a and. electric 
customers shall be on the basis of aggregate el 
LIRA rate discounts (LIRA discount x LIRA sal ). 

ric versus qas 

I 

14. The following customer classes sho d be 4xempt from the 
LIRA surcharge: existing special contract which .~te a specific 
rate, utility electric generation (OEG)'9' s customers,. cogener.ltion 
gas customers,. wholesale qas anc1'electr 
oil recovery (EOR) gas customera, stre 
customers, and low-income sales .. 

eustomers ~ and. enhanced. 
. lighting electric 

15-. The LIRA rate should: be austed whenever rates.are 
changed so that the LIRA rate is intained' at sst of the main 
residential rate. The discount ou14apply to· Tier 1 and'Tier 2 
rates as well as to any appli lemonthly residential customer 
charge. 

16. The LIRA surcharq should be adj.usted. annually in the 
proceeding wherein energy r fuel costs are offset, or in an 
attrition proceeding, or ther proceeding whereby residential rates 
are revised. Overcoll tions or undercollections ahouldbe 
amortized prospective through the updated LIRA surcharge.. The 

ased on the determinants established in the 
relevant revision roceeding. Revisi'ons to- the LIRA.' surcharge 
should take into- eeount. chanqes in rate changes,. ra:tepayer 
par.tieipation realigmlent of the Tier 1 and'Tier. 2'. rates, 

., ", 
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has alternatively suggested a 15% minimum discount in the event the 
commiss:i.on believes that a higher level of minimum benefits is 
appropr.iate., While' ORA does not believe that the low-ineome 
program mandated by sa 987 must be strietly linked to, realign:nent~ 
some eonn~etion between the rate discount'and. realignment is 
necessary to, ensure that low-income customers. are not worse o,f! 
than they were prior to .the realignment of rates pursuant to SB 

937. 
The maximum benefit level that automatically results 

under ORA's methodoloqy with a eomplete tlattening of rates would 
be an acceptable cap on ratepayer benef.its. However f the OAA 
opposes a cap on progral'D. cos,ts. The two most significant pr09r~ 
cost factors may well be partieipation rate and changes in the ~ier 
l/Tier 2 differential. since those cannot be predicted" a cap on 
program costs has little'validity, aecording to ORA. .. 'I-e ~elicves 
that continual reevaluation of the level of suJjsidy woulcl 
accomplish its qoal of balarl:cing the neecls of low-income custO!:l.~::S 
against the cost imposed on other ratepayers. 

DRA state that the LIBRA pro~am should be funded on a 
cents per unit of ener9'Y:Casis~ It reasons that a rate diseoun-: 
for low-income customers which is funded by other ratepayers is a 
subsidy program and a sub~idy program is not by its nature co~t
~ascd. Consequently, it i,s d,i!ficul t to attri~ute the eozts 0:: a~ 
equity program to: any single class of customers. Moreover, 
}jenefits from this program .are not limited to the residential 
class. A bill assistance program such as; this would tend to, rcd\!ce 
a utility company's uncolleetibles, whieh benefits both the company 
and its eustomers •. There.tore,. ORA. reeo~ends allocation of LIBRA 
program costs to ail gas customer'classes with the exception of 
UEG, cogen, tOR, special contracts where, a specific price. has, been 
provided., . wholesale cu'stomers, and low-income Tier 1 saleS. and 
street lighting.. According to' ORA, all,. electric' customers should 
support the pro9ram~except!6r eustomersundet: special contract 

. 
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.• baseline allowances, average usage, nUllll>ars of eligible households // 

• 

• 

and other factors iikely to· affect the amount of rate Bubsidy. 
17. The cost per non-participant was estimated under va oua 

seenarios in the utilities' responses.to the 'AIJ's data re st .. 
Given the most liberal assumptions, costs to non-partieip ts 40 
not appear to be unreasonable. 

18-. Since the impact on non-participant'ratepaye 
predicted, there is no basis for any cost cap.at thi time. 

19. LIRA sureharges tor the 9as utilities sho 4 be assessed 
on transported volumes ot qas on a cents-per-the basis .. 

20. The costs of the electric LIRA proqr 
collected on an equal cents per-kWh· basis. 

21. A reasonable· level of administrativ costs cannot be 
established at this time. The utilities ar author1zed to use 
their proposed a<1ministrative·budqets·to e 1ish the first year's 
surcharge, but administrative costs book to the LI~'account are 
subject to reasona})leness review in the IRA revision proceeding .. 

22. LIRA administrative costs i reasethe utility'S revenue . 
re~irement. An allowance for franc se fees'and uncollectibles 
should be made on this revenue requ rement increase. 

23. The most etfective mean of establishing the 
reasonableness of LIRA administr ive budgets is to establish a 
sinqle DRA audit team" onqoinq inq the first year, to· perform 
reasonableness reviews for all tilities. This will assist in 
establishing' an ongoing' budq of administrative costs to,be 
included in each utility's se rates,. as well .. 

, 24. The Commission's roqressin reforminq the baseline \ 
proqram,and in the adopt d low-income program,. will be reviewed by 
the Commission. in May of 1991.. 

cqncl»sfgns of Lqw 

1. A rate 4isc 
ratepayers 

t must conter a substantial benefit on 
o constitute a proqram of assistance .. 
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and low-income Tier 1 sales. street lighting ,is listed :because 
those costs are paid DY taxpayers. since these taxpayers ~ro also 
ratepayers, collection ot LIBRA costs from: street lighting revenues 
would "doul:>le-charge'" ratepayers~, according" to- ~RA_ 

DRA. recommends useo! the UL'rS eligibility criteri~ and 
selt-certification :by applic~nts. It does not o:bject to the use 0: 

, ' 1 

the DEO as an agent for certification~ 'rhe LIBRA discount shoule 
be offered to· submetcred use.rs, Dut not to ,master moter cu::;,to:er::o 
with. unsubmotered tenants,. ,Low-income customers on option.:llTOU 

. "., . , . :, 

schedules should De. extended proqram Denetl.ts through approprl.<3 ltc 

means .. 
ORA proposes th.at a separate,:balancinq account should. be. 

set up, for the L:tBRA program.. Only' incremental administrative 
expenses 'should be booXed to, the LIBRA balancing account and tho 
balancing account 'treatment' for ad.ministrative expenses sho~ld' 
cease with. each company's next general rate case •. DRAree~nuucnds 'a 

workshop to d.evelop, the concept' of ,a monit'oring com.."'ti. ttee to,: revie'll 
the LIBRA proqram ~ 
K.: mH, 

Towards Utility Rate Normalization (TORN) is a not-for-
, , 

profit group which represents the interests of residential utility 
" , 

r~tepaycrs. It continues to support an energy :b~zcline prog=~~ 
, " 

featuring invcrtcQ. block rates tha-;is generally available to a:'l 
residential eustomers regardless 0: incom~. However, it reco9ni~e~ 
that SB 987 mandates a targetcd low:-inc,omf assistanee progra:r:l and 
has intervened to provide a residential ratepayerperspec::tivc on 
the issues. TURN supports the position~ taken.by the DRA on most 
of the' contested issues.., 

TORN Dolicves that th.e objectives ot offsetting the 
. . I. 

effects otbaseline. retomand providing ameanin9Ul Denefitto 
low-ineome customers c~t.n best De aehieved';th:rouqh a rate discount 
that is equal to' the greater of 1) 10% to'i 15" .of, the average 

. ., I 

residential b'ill; or 2') 15% of the' SlUt.: The latter eriterion is 
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/' 
2. The fact that sa. 987 both eliminated- the 85% of SAR ;,11Zlit 

on Tier 1 rates and mandated. a program, of assistance to low-~ome 
ratepayerscloes not . limit the level of benefits to. that 
no-more than mitigate the increase in Tier 1 rates expe 
low-income customers. 

3. A 15% cliscount on the main residential r 1. a 
reasonable ~nefit to, low-income customers. Rea gnment of the 
Tier l/Tier 2 differential should be -pursued- that the benefit. 
level of the LIRA discount is cOlDlllensurate 
realignment. 

4. Protection of- low-income' ratep ers'against increases.in 
'l'ier l' rates. due to residential, rate reignment is consistent with-. -
PT1 Code § 739. 

1989:. 

3. With n 30 days. of the effective date of, this. decision', 1 
' utilities' and,. DRA. shall' meet . in" a workshop to 
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the. only one that can assure that no low-income customer en4s up 
worse otf as a result of SB 987. ~heD~'sRAR approach fails to 
do so·,. aceord.inq to 'I''C.1FJ.:. 

'I'URN criticizes SoCal's proposal to collect the 'LIBRA 
surcharge from core customers as contrary to the 'Legislature's 
clear intent., It recommen4s collection of the surcharge from all 
customers f with the exception of Wholesale customers and the tJ"EG 
and cogeneration customers o,f the gas utilities. Although exi~ting 
special contracts which includ.e a stated rate must be excluded, 
future contracts should. incorporate the surcharqe. 'I'h~t is :bec~use 
to the extent rate discounts are necessary, ~~ believes they 
should come from rate components not protecte~ by a balancing 
account •. 

TUF.N reluctantly acquiesce.~ to balancing account 
treatment for LIBRA program a4ministrative.costs. It stresced the 
need to limit ~alancing account entries tO'incremental 
administrative costs that have been incurred specifically for the 
LIBRA. program. Such recovery should be subj eet· to strict annual 
reasonableness reviews to ensure,' among other things". that costs 
bei~g recovered are truly incremental and result fro~ the LIBP~ 
program. Balancing account treatment of adcinistrative costs 
should :be limited to. two years, after which time the cozts S.houlc. 
be forecasted on a test year basis for recovery through general 
rates. 

Revenue losses due to LIBRA :benefits shou14 be recorded 
in a balancing' account and amortize4 annually in the company's ECAC 
or ACAP proceeding. TURN recommends a separate balanc~ng account, 
~ather than the ERAM, for recovery of LIBRA. program costs. No 
ERAM-type account exists for the gas companies. 'I'he LIBRA 
surcharge should be based upon recorde4 costs only, with n~· 
forecasting o·t.future period accruals at this. time~: 

Finally, ~. recommends: that· the utilites b~,reqlJ.ired to 
perform certain m.onitoring' fun~tions .. in orc3.er to.. allow the 
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be convened. by CACO to explore methods tor notityi non
participating ratepayers of their contribution to the low-income 
program. CACO will report to the Commission on e outcome of 
the workshop and include a recommendation. 

4. The second sentence of Finding of F ct 9- of D.89-07-062 
is m04itieCl to state:. 

".. .. .. t.ow-income program rates 
available to unmetered eonsum 
energy bills are bundled with 
there is no way to-entorce a. 
the program discount to the 

11 not be 
because their 

eir rent and 
S5 throuqh of 

nsumer .. '" 

5. Beqinninq with the bill notc~ to· be issued during the 
billing cycle beginning after Dec ,r 1, 1989, the bill notice 
ordered in 0.89-07-062, OrderingP aqraph 3, and explained or 
moditieCl in the text of this deci ion, shall be multilingual in 
accordance with the lanquag. n. ",ot each, utility'S residential 
ratepayer popUlation. The bil notices are subj'eet to- approval ot 
the Commission's Public Advis r • 

6. Pacitic Power and. ight (PP&L) is authorized to, process 
applications through the De artment ot Economic Opportunity so long 
as the utility can place e applicant on the proqram schedule 
within one billing cycle rom-the date of, the application. 

7. Only PG&E and., P&L are authorized to use a two-step, LIRA 
application process, a ~ their results are sUbject t~ the review 
provided in 0.89-07-0 , Ordering Paragraph 6. 

8. The respon ent utilities are authorized to recover the 
reasonable costs ot the LIRA proqram trom all ratepayers, except 
tor the tollowing:' LIRA program, partiCipants, those special 
contracts which te a negotiated price andwere'executed prior to 
September 7" 19 g'" specific rate,. ,utility electric generationqas 
customers, cog/neration gas eusto~er&1' wholesale: 9"48,' and electric 
customers, enhanced oilreeoverycustomersr and.street lighting. 
customers .' 
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CoInl't'Lission to g'auge the effectiveness of the LIBRA. program and. to 
evaluate its effectiveness in ~eeting the need.s of ~inority groups 
and seniors. An upd.ate of potential 'participants within :eaeh 
service area should be submitted within six months of this 
decision. Eighteen months after implementation of the. LIBRA 
program, the utilities should be- required to· update their estimates 
of the n~er of eligible customers and to, report actual 
participation in d.etail., The information should inelude the nur..bo:' 
of customers participatinq and d.e1Ilographic infonnation on 
participants sueh. as household size', race,. ethnicity, aqo,. a. .... d 
income. The utility'S outreaeh efforts should be de:cribed. These 
reports should be updated in each succeeding GRC. 

Finally~ TURN recommends that a LIBRA~onitoring 
committee be established, made up of utility, consu:ner; and 
Commi'ssion staff representatives., The purpose of th.e committee 
would be to evaluate the, implementation of the LIBRAproqral:1" based 
on the monitoring reports,. and: to suggest methods forimprove:nent • 

III. Pi.S£!lssi2l! 

A. Benefi:t: Le.vel 

1. LIBRA..Rat~ 

SB 967 charged the cor..-nission with establishing a p=og=~:'. 

of assistance to low-income electric and gas customers.. The 
legislation does not spccity the alnount or manner :by' which 
assistance should be given, nor does it define "low-income .. " This 
mandate coincided with the grant of 9'reater flexibility.in pricing .' . 
tne :baseline quantity of service. The utilities have reasonably 

" '. 
assumed that a low-income assistance pro9'1"am should offset· the 

, " I 

effects of :baseline.realiqmn~~t,>.as the increase .in.Tier l rates 
above 85% of system, avera9'e rate' is called,. ",on low-income 
ratepayers. .. 
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9.. Following calculation o~the LIRA. surcharge in the 
relevant rate, change proceedings ,.listed in Appendix A, each 
respondent utility shall tile by advice letter a tarift 
establishing a LIRA. surcharge to' recover the cost of the 
proc;ram, consistent with the terms ot, this· order. 
shall be calculated using' the tactors contained in Appen 
will'be established usinc; the 4eter.tinants resulting' t m,.rate 
change proceedings listed' in· that AppentUx. '!'he ' sur ge will be 

includ.ed in the, rates of ratepayers not:' eXelI1pteel b Orelering 
Para9'%'aph 7, al:>ove_ 

10. Revisions otthe LIRA rate,. tbeLIRA urc:harqe, 
amortization of the LIRA balancing account, c:l review ot the LIRA 

prog'r3J1l will occur annually in the utility' . Energy', Cost Acljustment 
Clause, Annual Cost Adjust:nent Proceeding attrition, or other 
proceeding where residential rates are nqed,.. as, indicated i:\ 
Appendix A. The first LIRA. revision reasonableness review ot 
a~inist=~tive costs shall occur in e proceedings bywbich rates 
et!ective on Januarl 1, 1991 are d 

ive costs shall be recovered in 
than, in the LIAA surcharge, in 

11. L!~ proqr:un. ol.dminist:' 

the utilities' base rates, rath 
the general rate case !ollowi at least one reasonableness review 
0: L:~ a~inist=ative costs in t.~e LIRA revision proceeding_ 

l2. CClIlmission Advis and Compliance: Division :nonitorinq of 
the LIAA. program, ordered in 0.39-07-062, shall' include a 
comparison of administr iva c'osts' and participatio~' rates am.ong 
utilities, and endation ot any-necessary pr09'X'aln 
modi,!ications. 

This today. 
~",-__ -,-""",,,,,,,,-__ , at, San' FranciscQ, cali:'ornia. 

I ~ill file a w. ittcn concurring opin~on. 

IS/ JOHN:B. ,OIWn~ 
Commiszioner . 
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While the utilities would limit the amount of assistance 
to offset exactly the effects of ~aseline realignment, they do ~t 
cite any legislative authority for such a l~ita Instead," 
reference is ma~e to· the Commission's evolving policy of aliqning 
rates with cost. A rate discount in excess of actual realignment 
is not cost-based, according to the utilities~ However, an attc~pt 
to· design a low-income assistance program on the basi~ of cost
causation would encounter logical pitfalls__ 'I'he program ot. 
assistance is a subsidy of low-income ratepayers by other 
ratepayers. As ORA testified, a s~sidy program by its very natu:-e 
is not cost-based. 

The parties recognized the quasi-legislative role this 
commission must assume in implementing this broad mandate at the 
December 28, 1988 prehcaring conference. It was there suggested 
that the Commission propose a rule setting forth the program for 
cOltllnent.. A rulemaking w~s not deemed necessary.. Clearly,. in this 
dee'is-ion, the commission must define' its goals and when deciding 
how it will aecomplish. those goals, .. it must 'balance the interes":.s 
of all affected parties. 

The task of protecting low~income ratepayers from the 
rate increases that acco~pany baseline reform requires that those 
ratepayers be actually insulate~ trom the rate increases. The 
offer of a rate discount. is inadequate if. the ratepayers h~ve :".00: 

.si~ncd up for the discount when Tier 1 rates are increased due to 
realignment. Low-ineo~e ratepayers should actually be on the 
discounted schedule when further realignment is proposed to in fa~ 
mi tigate. the ilUpaets o,f baseline reform. This means· that the 
~iseount should be sUbstantial enouqh to· confer a meanin~tul 
benefit on program partieipants_ The disco1.:nt should also" :be 
easily understood in order toattraet participants. 

At the same time, costs too. non-participants Should be ' 
reasonMle.. The Commission recognized. the' subsidy curren~ly borne 
by all ratepayers who-, consume more than the baseline quantity in 
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